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EDITORS STATEME]\T
John Robert Whit€, CRE, of New York City, one of our best known real
estate counselors and an authority on real estate valuation, leads off this
edition of ReaI Estate Issues with a plain and pointed statement on New
York's condition and the impact of that condition on office land values.
Because this city is a second home to anyone involved with major properties
in the country, we think Mr. White's observations will be interesting-and
provocative-to a large audience.
Equally oulspoken on a very different issue is Stephen Roulac who offers a
challenging and authoritative article on the state of real estate analysis and
how it needs to be improved. Mr. Roulac has led the way for many of our mct
advanced real estate counselors and continues to generate ideas and insights
at a record rate from his post in Califomia and on his frequent travels.

Tuming to public control of property, Frank Gilbert r€ports on an important recent decision by New York State's highest court that clarifies the
extent of the public's right to control landmark properties and lays a foundation for the widespread use of development rights transfers (TDRs). Once
again New York has led the way, whether for better or for worce remains to
be seen. In a major statement that summarizes key recent zoning decisions,

James Cooper, an attomey and economist who combines carreers as professor'
author, and practitioner, launches a ringing attack on the U.S. Supreme
Court for failing to prevent the widespread use of zoning to exclude minorities.

We know that many will disagree, and hope that Professor Cooper's welldcrumented thrusts will provoke appropriate counter-thrusls from our
readeIs.

The vast management experience of Don Sally who, as president of the
Community Associations Institute ha-s a unique vantage point from which to
comment upon these matters, lends weight to his views on the proper role of
tenant and homeowners associations. He offers prudent guidance on what to
do and how far to go in respect to tenant efforts at property control. His
article is followed by an authoritative statement by Robert Burchell and
David Listokin on current requirements for environmental impact statements.
We close with a challenging new approach to housing market analysis from
Maury Seldin and Michael Sumichrast, well known to everyone concemed

with housing through their activities as writers, teachers, and consultants.

Their perspective is both fresh and useful, based as it is upon a breadth of
experience probably not matched elsewhere.
l*t us know your thoughts and opinions on the matters covered in this
issue. This is your forum. We invite you to use it.
Jared Shlaes, CRE

Editor-in-Chief

ReaI Estate Issues, Winter 1977
Hou Motlhollon's L'i:cal I'ntbLems Ilot t .llft\ t.d th,

{)ffit )torhat

John Robert Whire, t'RE /t4r,/
tlrr de<lrntd l)ro(.ipit ii)usl\
Ihereill'l(,r ils a restrll ol oveniupplY arxl <lemand rel rt nchmenl. ( (,rlnrrillo rr'li( irl i(,n intensilt(].
mainlv lxrause {)l th( llu burden trrrt trlso }x't arrsr ol the trpir'trl rrrbal prohlrms all'litting
\ew York itnd oth{,r rnri()r (ilies 'lhr l9i{-?:r rtr.t'ssion anrl rho revelal ir)n ot \er,r Y.rk
Cih"s liscal mismanagerrltnl in l9i,_) (k,alt a cruel rLrrrble hlor+. t,,lhr cconontr and l() lhr,(,lti(1,
markrt. Lrxrking back. the aurhor linds (hal lL\(al insrabilir\ and or.ersl*nding rrere rht,
principrrl reasons l()r tht demi\r ol thr oilict, ntirrket. Re(()\.(.n L\ n()\'e\'i(k,nl zr\ lhe cit\
jrl,'l)1. rnr,.L.lrre\ rlt.stgrrr,l t,, irr"rrrr,;r lrnak-r,rr,rr lrrr,iget anrl rr. rh,. nari,,rrirl n,ll r5trrtr,ri.
r()\'('^ (lrrlinues-'l'ho cLrtback in dr,nrand ti'r olli(r sl)ace nrar.have resull{{l prinrarih. lrorrr
extraordinaril! high trrtes. but the ldvantages r)l aggl()meral iirr nr\.{.rlhel(* urr (l(,ar: lhcr(, 1.
n{) sulxliluti()n lirr a conrmercial huh. Horvever. Iirr cities a. \etr \irrk to ci,nrpetr. ntor(,
ellect ir t,lr'. land valrrrs shrrtrld l* reconsl ituted an a snraller c()n)lxrn('nl ol'der elopnrent costs.

\larhattans r)ll-i((' rr)irrkel

reat ht,<l

an hirlori(. high rn l9(j1);t)

Reol Estel? Inrestmlnl,,lnolln-ir ond Voluotitn
EunomiL Anol*i:, /)isr lrrsure, ond B*A
Stephen E. ltoulac Pol,r,8
The auth0r aisert-s that a maj()r r(,lixrls 0l emphd.Ls in lhe iD\.(Nlment anah st-s rmd appraisal
pix e..i\ musl take plrrce il improved inveitment rtsults and. thereli)rc, invelilr). (.onlidentt, in
rcal $itate is to be achieved. Specilicalll. he clairns that l(x) monv investmenls are premi-sed
uprn delicient econonrit analvsis. characterized ii()re bv a suJxrlicial pr€,lienldti()n of a l)esl
case r)l)limistic outc()me and advrxacv a-\serli()n unsupporled br anallsLs rrr disr'Lxure ol

b! the prelerred approach that enrbracs a (.,,ntmtlment t,,
inve..itor-oriented disr,Iriure of prohable investmenl r€riults. R€a\()ns Iirr the deli<.ient econrrmit.
anal-"'sis an, listed, including the lact lhat too man\ participant-s in lhe real estal(,se(tor havr.
a ftilse imprelision ol their abilitien ds investmenl economisls dnd may decline to commil sul'
ficient resources for a useful aralvsi-s.'l'he author develrpti his approach. a materiirl departure
lrom t radil ional pra( t i( r. itnd pr()misei t he likelihrr xl of superior economic anal,, sL.

sutlitantiating e!idence than

I'ha (]rond ('entral ('cLsr. The l'rc:irrL atitn of

Indit'tduol HistoriL l,ondmarhs
In Junr, New York Statr"s highc-st corrrt. lhe ('r)urt ol

Aplri

l'rank B. (iilbert l,ogr,2ri

u|held the landnr:rrk stalus ol
(;rand ( entral Terrninal and suslained the deniai ol lx'rmissirnr lo lrrrild:r,-ri-ston olllcr towt,r
on tht,sile. '[tte unanirr,,Lrs opirion upheld tht,\r,* \irrk ( itr lanrimarks I)r{\rn.atir)n lir$
zrnd cr)n)nrented lir,,orablr on lhe lransli'r ol dert'lr4rment rights iL( l !r'a! t,, Hr!r rn ,,!rn|r.r
reasrrnablr retum (,n hi\ prolrrtr. Iinder lhe clet isurn, itn r)wners rr rrrsl il ul iorral rights worrll
lr satislied when he ret,eived a r(,irsonable relurn ()n hls laldnrark building. ln lddition. lh(,
opinion bv ('hiel Judg(,('harles Breilel recognizerl lhe tungil)le conrributions hv the g0r?rn
menl lo the prelient \allle of thi-. railroad stati(,n and its site and said thlt tht,o$.ner "Ls nol
alxolrrtelv entitled l{r recei\'e a retunr on sr) mu(h ol the protx'rl\'s value iL\ $i[. (reate(l l)\
s(rial inv6tmenl. 'l he auth()r calls tlllenli()n l() lhe increased inlertst in historu l)resenati(,rr
as demonstrated br lhe;'nX) munitipal ordinanct* lirr the r(l(,!rtili(ati{)n irn(l I,r(,tecli()rr {il
hi\tr)ri( l)rol)ertv.
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Will they be th-e Roots of l)isorder in Americol
James R. ('ooper Pog.lrl
The aulhor believet lhrt attempls t" har dlspenii n ,rl lower.rnr'ome clansrs to our suburlx
will mn afoul of the )ir A Wr; principles. He see" the Iight to oJrn suburtrs as proliundls afl'ect.
ing demrrratic principle-"r and conten& that the [:.S. Supreme (irurt. in tuming to lmal referendums. is ri-sking m:r-rsive private divriminat ion. He *ams against majoritariansim and
savs t hat aeal est al e pracl it bner-\i can plsv stat esmen s r()les in

t

h is c ruc

ial sl ruggle.

Limits of I)tmocratit Partitrpotin in

L'ropertt Monogement
William D. Sall1, Poge 5ll
Despire grou'ing panicipati(,n br residents in rhe managemenl rrl multifamil! hrusing. there
are dargeN and Iimitatir:ns to lr obsened. In tondominium housing. the cr,mrnuntlt.a:isr'(ia
tr()n h)ard t€\lds to overin\1)lve resident-s in n)anagemenl. in th(,hliel lhat the mon: demrrracr
lhere Ls. the l)etter the condominium will lr rrranaged. But thi\ runs counter l{) the elecle(l
board's own rtspr rnsihilit ier and mal- invoh'.,the as(rialion in a public shouting match. The
[xrard must lx aware of when il must act rrn its ov,'n and of when il must seek ownt,r r.onsensus.
ln rental horrsing. re"idents participati()n in management thrcatens \rhat remains ol theproperl\'()*nrr's rights lo managr. hi-s prr4xrtr.'l hr tenants rights m{)\'ement and lhe leder?J
govemmenl an' b()th ab{tling this trend. \'r't txl)rrience shr)\^.s (hat tenants. lirr th( rn,^1 ,a,r.
are unqualil'ied lo manage a multi.million dollar propern.. ()wners can take steps to lirrtstall a
lenanl qullsi.lake()ver bv rtt ogrr iz ing sensil i\'(' L{\ur\. Mana((,nx,nt must irlsL\t ()o its right tr)
nrake the Iinal decision

Lrxol

f)nL ntnmt,ntol Impot I Stat?mentt
Th" Stat? t)f Ih( ,4rt
Robert W. Burchell and David l,Lstok in l,oge 6t
ln l97il over 2,(XX) environmental impact slittements (lllsst were prepared in the t nited
States. 'fhe number h.!s since increa-sed and lhe entire imparl slatemenl prrrrss hn-s grown
in complexitv. Once required onl1.b-,- tht'led0ral govemment. impact statenrents have more

recentlv become quite prevalenl al the l(ral level.'l'he advent ol the UIS has heen hailed bv some
local plitnneni as krng overdut, and criticized bv others as cumlxni()me and c(,unterpr(xluctive.
This art icle examine,:i t he er rrlut ion of t he l, x :rl tilspr,redrrrt,. \a.hirt rl rurrentl\ c,,nsLtsof. a-nri
it.s likeh' t\rture direction. It di\cusse. the ('oitl{.xt r)l the enl ironmr,ntal revie* pr(x.ess and the
progenv o[ the currenl arrav ol'environmenti legi\lati()n. riescrilxs lhe EIS parli(.ip:urls al lhe
Irral level. and anallzes thr stlle and c()nlenl t)l'lhe lffal cnr'irorrnrental impa.t stalemenls_
'fhe authoni conclude b! summa.izing emerging conflicts or.(,r lllS and consid0ring the luture
!)lS evolut iorr and empharLs.

r)/.,lnrrh.sl\
ltaurl.Seldin and lllichael Sumichrast Pcge 7?
[)erelolx,ni and lenders hare trxrls alailable to deal with the problems ot lald deve[4rabilitv and
market !()lalilitt. 'l'hese t,xrls and the creirlirrl ol an appr()lrriale strateFv (.an helyr them
avoid trrrublt's thev have lpen encountering. 'l'he authoni ext)lain how builder derel4rn; and
their IindncieN can empl{)\ andvtical technirlues to identil\.gal}i in the markcl where home.
building rntl' prrrlitablv lake place. as *ell as eonditions ol excessive supplr.ro arrrid the
trap o1 o\.erbrrilding. These methrxls intlude a F4xtual inr.enton svslem ol'horrsing. an urban
devel(Dment information slstem. anci a st'stem of segmenting the demand and evaluating
pilxline srrpplr'. The apprrxr< h dms not necerisarilr'ae(ommend mr)rc anah.srs, but rather
analvs{,s lix.lrsing on the rt,al problems. The ststemic meth(xl helJx one see how the prr4cct and
ils ri\ks lil iDlo thq qornpany d.r'rlopment plan.
-Slrole$
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How Manhattan's Fiscal Prohlems
Have Affected the Office Market
b1'John Robert White,

C

RE

THE PRIOR BOOM
The five-year period from 1966 through 1970 witnessed the met intensive,
h),peractive office market boom in Manhattan's history. Manhattan's office
market was profoundly influenced by the strong nationa.l inflation that commenced in the mid-196G, primarily because of the Johnson administration's
unwillingness to finance the Vietnamese War on a mor€ cunent, consewative
basis. In r€trcp€ct, the boom was an impressive performance. Absorption of
space wa-s at an abnormally high level. Some 28 million square feet were
rented between 196,6 and 1970, an average of 7.6 million square feet annually,
while only 32 million square feet were being completed. Rents rce 50ci to the
$12-$14 per square foot level. Vacancies were virtually non-existent. Land
values in prime locations such as Park Avenue more than doubled from g300
per square foot to $700 a square foot.

Corporate rclocations to the suburbs and elsewhere were lightly regarded and
frequently dismissed. The Borden Company, for example, moved its corpo
rate headquarters to Columbus, Ohio. Its Manhattan building was then sold
to Condd Nast for 9100 per square foot, reportedly the highesiprice ever paid
for a 40-year-old office building. What matter that Pepsico, Continental Oil,
American Can, Johru Manville, General Telephone & Electronic, and others
had left or planned to leave in this same five years? hte mal growth was considered to be so strong that Manhattan could not be affected. I-ndeed, the
office market paid little heed to the rather shallow recession of 1969-70 even
though industrial and other blue collar and service employment declined
sharply at the time, presagtng a deterioration in local economic conditions.
Planning and construction of new office buildings continued in the face of
waming signals.

John Robert White, CRE. MAI, b pI! il€nr and chiefEecutiv. officrr of
l,sndauer As6ociat€, Inc., the New York-barcd n6tional r"al €.tat€ coneulting fl!m. A Harvard 8r!duat€, he alro holds an M.B.A. degree in I€e]
€tlte from Ne$ York UniveEity, where he was formerly an adiunct asscista pmfeesor. Mr. White was pFsident of the American S€iety of Raal
Frtate Couruelon in 1969 and served the American lrutituta of R€sl
Frtat€ Appraisers for five years as chairmen of the board and editor-inchbf of The Approbol Joumal.

V,lhitet Morhottul's Fiscol Problems

I

RISING CONCERN OVER CITY SPENDING
In retrmpect, the widly inflationary boom of the late

1960s masked some
di"sturbing economic and political fact.s. During this time, New York was sowing the seeds of its own near destruction. Starting with the transit strike on
the very first day of the Lindsay adminlstration, the city thereafter appeared

to capitulate to strong union demands for wage increases and improved fringe
benefrts by permitting raises pesibly beyond it^s financial capacity. After all,
with assessed valuations in Manhattan increasing $2.4 billion in thce five
years, why should the city be unduly concemed with its ability to afford thes€
incrcases?

The city's position was furth.-r complicated by the cmt.s associated with the
in-migration over many years of culturally and educationally-deprived blacks
and hispanics. This forced the essential expansion of programs in welfare,
education, and job training. There were also significant related increases in
police, frue, sanitation, and other service cmls. Taxpayer and br:siness groups
became increasingly restless and concemed over what they felt were excessive
and poorly-structured debt issues to finance thes€ ccts. Debatable accounting
practices further undermined the confidence of the business community in the
city. If prmperity had continued unabated, it might have been prxsible to
carry this {-rnancia.l burden. Events rapidly proved otherwise. While the office
market was seemingly riding out the recession of 1969-70, non-white collarjob
lrxi.ses were severe. As it subsequently tumed out, New York never firlly recovered from the 1969-70 recessionary effects. Coupled with a sharp ensuing
retrenchment in office demand and a staggering oversupply, the city moved
ckser to it^s own denouement.

A SERIOUS REAL ESTATE DECLINE
The decline in the real estate market in late 1970 and 1971 was in it^s own way
as unforeseen as the prior five-year b<xrm. It was experienced in diverse ways.
Cr;rporate relrration planning intensified. Other companies accommodated
their office growth needs simply by decentralizing on a regional and divisional
basls. Demand for all practical purpci€s nearly vanished. The burden of everincreasing taxes of a wide-ranging nature was the principal motivation in the
corporate 4bandonment of Manhattan. It appeared that crime, congestion,
educational problems, deficient commuting, and pollution in themselves were
not sufficiently strong r€asorls for commerce to leave New York City in large
numbers. These problems were common to all the older major eastem and
midwestem cities and were certainly not peculiar to New York. By 1975, only
1,453,000 square feet of new space was rented, a drop of 65.7'i from the
1966-70 five-year average. An unfortunate complication that further weakened the market was the 42 million square feet of space completed in the fiveyear period after 1971.
Real estate market indicaton told the cla-ssica.l story of demand retrenchment
and oversuppll'. Renls in prime buildings plummeted from the $12 level
to $10 or less. Vacancies reached 33 million square feet in 197,1, representing a
14' , vacancy rate. Assemblage activity ceased, except to complete assemblagl?r,o1
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started. Building plans were shelved. Assembled plots
were broken up. Sales activity declined precipitously. Mortgagees quietly
re-evaluated their willingness to make mortgage loans on Manhattan property. The once proud, beliwether commercial real estate market of the world
was at almcnt a standstill in 1974-75.

es long since pr€viously

THE FATE OF LAND VALUES
Land values really could only be hypothesized or inferred since there was no
direct market evidence in the form of land sales made for the purpme of constructing new office buildings. One factor was clear. It was impcsible from
19?l thiough 1976 to frnd any signs of land value by using so-called land
residual capitalization techniques. Although direct building costs had declined
under the pFessune of high unemployment in the building trades, indirect or
"soft" ccsLs, principally construction loan interest went to new highs.
A combination of high interest, a low level of obtainable rent, high if not excessive building cmts, excessive r€al estate taxes, and inflationary operating
expenses theoretically conspired to deprive land of any value whatsoever.
Judgment became a major factor. Some degree of eventual recovery had to
be anticipated. It was felt that land had fallen between 50 and 60'i in the six
years
of real estate depression that followed the 1966-70 boom. Fortunately,
-Manhattan
land was in such strong hands that there was no complete demoralization or actual collapse of the land market. Owners, mainly institutional or developmental, doigedly stayed with their investments and hoped
for a cyclical recovery.
Land of coume is a residual product. It invariably suffered the consequences
of demand cutbacks, loss of confidence, oversupply of space and ermion of
the city's economic base. For example, in early 1974 Landauer Associates,
Inc. represented the fee owner in a gound lea-se arbitration for the land underIying the Chrysler Building. The basis for settlement was a land value of $3&5
,.qua.e frxrt. In t97?, we again represented the fee owner in a ground lea^se
arbitration for the land under 75? Third Avenue. a tall office tower at East
,lsth Stre€t. The basis for settlement was $140 a squar,e foot. While this location was not as good as the Chrysler Building site, it was nevertheless a very
low land va.lue. By way of comparison, at lea-st four comparable sites within
six blcrk-s along Third Avenue had been assembled by 1971 in the $300 to $400
per squar,e fcxrt range.

To retum to our narrative, the recession of 1974-75 and the widespread public
revelation in l9?5 of New York's near bankruptcy dealt a cruel double blow to
the office market, to land values, and to the city's fortunes. Job lmses continued to mount after 1970 until they reached a high near 600,000 by January,
1977. The city's financial crisis further eroded the confidence of the business
community. Passage of emergency leglslation insuring greater financial
control, debt re-structuring and operating economies, supplemented by state
and federal loans, averted ihe bankruptcy but doubts and fears about the city
perslsted throughout 1975. It was imprnsible to see any short-term improvement in our predicament.

\\'hite: Monholton's
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TURNING OF THE TIDE
The gradual nationa.l recovery from the lg74-75 recession subtly influenced
the stirrings of a real estate recovery for Manhattan, beginning in 1976. First,
the relocation trend abated sharply; the remaining Fortune 500 compani€s
had compelling reasons to stay in New York. Strong intemal growth and
mergers were gradually creating newly eligible Fortune 500 companies. The
corporate advanced services sector, the wide ranging support services represented by banking, law, accounting, architecture, real estate, public relations,
advertising, and other services, wa-s already three times the size of the ba-sic
corporat€ office sector in number of personnel and was growing rapidly in
resporlse to national calls for its services. Vacancies in Manhattan by 19?6 declined by 10 million to 23 million square feet, or 10.'i of the total inventory.
Rents in prime locations were rising modestly. Suddenly it became apparent
that there were no large blocks ofspace available for very large tenants, except
in the historically troubled 1 166 Avenue of the Americas building.
Development activity is about to resume a-s invetors react pmitively to the
recovery signs. For example, Harry Helmsley Ls scheduled to start corLstruction on the Palace Hotel and residential condominium this fall. The Fisher
Brothers-Prudential joint ventur€ is seriously examing the start of an office
building west of the Racquet and Tennis Club off Park Avenue. Citicorp has
been successful in obtaining 916 per square foot renls in their new 50-story
office tower on lrxinpgon Avenue. It is evident that six years of recession are
over. The uptum has commenced.

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY'S FORTUNES?
New York's fr-scal problems are beginning to come under strong control; a
break-even budget has become a realistic prmpect despite yet-to-be solved
questions about substantial overassessment, widespread tax delinquencies,
debt restructuring and wage increase pressure. Perhaps the most significant
and encouraging event has been the clcrer aligrrment of the business community with the city. The skills and competence of business management
have been used by the city to reorganize it.s accounting and computer operatiorn. The city ha-s also recognized the importance of retaining industry and
commerce by passing various tax abat€ment statutes designed to induce industry and people to remain. It has also pledged to reduce or eliminate the
notorious stmk transfer and tenant occupancy taxes which had become symbols of the city's inability to plan and implement a reasonable fiscal program.
The present administration has even promised if elected to refrain from increasing the real estat€ tax rate for fouryeanl
Employment is stabilizing for the first time in seven years. This has been
accomplished in the face of severe declines in govemment employment necessitated by operating economies. Intemal employment expansion is beginning
to exceed the lms in jobs arising from the decentralization process. Manhattan's population is also expected to stabilize. Youth particularly welcome
the challenges of the city. The major problem of attracting families with
childrcn unfortunatrlv remains.
.I
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The traditional mix of office tenancy is also changing. For example, five yea-rs
ago, there were 21 foreign banks licensed in New York. Today there are 117.
It is widely recognized that New York is replacing London as the premiere
intemational banking center. The foreign multi-national corporat ions invariably have offices in New York and are increasing them at a rapid rate.
Currently, over 10r, of the space in the Pan Am building is leased to foreign
tenanls. Heretofore little understood is the fact that corporate r€l(ratees to
the suburbs or elsewhere continued to depend on New York companies for
their banking, legal, real estate, accounting, engineering, advertlsing and
other services, thus minimizing the shmk impact of office decentra.lizat ion.
The biggest factor is and will continue to be the restoration of confidence in
the political prcress by the business community. Strong cities uniformly are
characterized by a close and respectful relationship between the business and
political leadership-witness Chicago, Atlanta, Hou-ston, and Da.lla-s. There is
every reason to believe that a clrner bond is being forged; it has been amply
evident in the mavor's recent key appointmenls to high pmitions, in the
willingrress of business executives to serve, in the state's more extensive involvement in the city's affairs, and in the achievement of a prudent operating
budget.

WHAT ABOUT THE FUTURE FOR LAND?
Although we have been unable to draw any preci^se mathematical correlation,
events of the past seven years conclusively indicated that New York City's
fiscal mLsmanagement contributed heavily to but w&s by no means the sole
reason for the decline in Manhattan real estate land values. Overspending is
a pervasive force that finds expression in many ways. Certainly, to the extent
that the city lived beyond its means, it has resulted in unnecessarily harsh and
regressive taxes, ranging from real estate taxes approaching 30'i of grms
revenues to city income taxes, occupancy taxes, stock transfer taxes, industrial
equipment taxes, franchise taxes, and others. Many in the business community made the judgment that these taxes could no longer be tolerated and
that sound a.ltematives to New York existed where life-styles could be improved while after-tax income could be increased. A mood of despair and
disillusionment with the city prevailed from 1970 through 1975. No amount
of jaw-txrning by the city's Economic Development Administration could
deter many companies from leaving. Many decided the deterioration in the
city's affairs was irreversible and that relmation wa.s the serlsible solution
rather than to stand and fight for prudent fiscal policies.

In the forefront was the abandonment of the city by thme companies

who
sought sylvan suburban retreats while still relying heavily if not exclusively on
critical business support services available only in the city, and on the city's
cultural, educational, and amusement facilities. Problems typical of aII major
urban cities such as crime, pollution, education deficiencies, congestion, and
high living ccxts also strongly motivated companies and familie to move.
Employerc complained about the difficulty of inducing rising young executives with families to releate to New York. With increased leisure time the
phrase "life-style" caught on to express the desire of many to live in a smaller,
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less complicated, and less intensively populated environment, rcmote from
the seamy aspects of urban living found in street crime, drugs, poverty, and

prmtitution.
Purely as an informed judgment and entirely without pretense as a precisely
articulated answer, it appean that overspending not only was the root cause of
office relocation but probably was more than 50'i responsible for the lcs of
the large executive headquarters companies. It must in all fairness be pointed
out that the federal govemment failed to assume enough of the extraordinary
welfare and other cmts characteristic of New York. Relocation had been
occurring since the early l95G when C,eneral Foods moved to White Plains,
New York, and Time and Life and General Electric purchased Iarge tracts in
Westchester County in anticipation of doing so. Thus, there were obviously
other forces at work to influence decisions to leave New York. Even in earlier
times, however, the question of what the business leadership corsidered to be
excessive taxes played some role in shaping corporate relocation decisions.
What probably happened ls that taxes ansumed constantly higher imglrtance
as the major reason as the years went by.
At the peak in 1970, assemblage land ctnts of $400-$500 per square frnt were
commonplace. Individual key parcels were sold by the Landauer firm for as
much as $?00 to $1,000 p€r square frxrt in order to round out assemblages.
It is really difficult to foresee a retum to these price levels, at least not for an
extended period of time. After all, it turk 40years (from 1930 to 1970) for land
prices to begin to recover from the stunning effects of the decade-long depression of the 1930s. Despite increased inflationary pr,essunes, land prices expressed in nominal or so-called inflated dollars will tend to remain lower and
lag behind the recovery in rents and occupancy.
This is not to say that nominal land prices will not increase moderately in the
next several years. Invariably, they will respond to market forces and an increased level of activity. However, the wild prices paid to obtain ptxsession
from tenants with leases and the excessive prices for key parcels will not be
quickly seen again. Assuming constant rather than inflated dollan, it is entirely possible that there will be no real increase in land prices within the foreseeable future. In fact, a decline in constant prices is equally likely. Excessive
land cmts would serve only to drive office space userc out of New York because
of the higher r€nts that would have to be charged. In order to continue its
progress towards recovery, New York must remain competitive with the
suburbs. if not with other sections of the country.

THE FUTURE FOR NEW YORK
New York in the 1980s will have a smaller employment base than the 1969
peak. A significant reductkrn is foreseen in the total inventory of office space
from a high of 230 million square feet down to a low of 200-210 million square
feet. Much of this reduction will be accomplished by conversion of marginally
lmated office buildings to residential and other u^ses or by demolit ion. An
innate stability should characterize the 1980s; intemal office growth and inmigration together will be equal to or slightly exceed a sharply diminlshed but
always-<rcurring office and industrial decentralization.
rl
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There is nothing catastrophic about the prmpects of continuing decentralization. Modem production technolory and distribution requirements compel
many manufacturers to relocate to outlying areas. There is no denying that
all major cities have lmt part of their office dominance as well. Improvements
in telecommunications, int€tstate highways, and other technologies have
deprived major cities of a part of their raison d'etrc, that is, the need to cluster
together for ease of personal communication. Perconal interaction and relatiorships are simply not as important as in the past. The agglomeration
phenomenon no longer underpins the major cities.
Yet there is convincing evidence that a good proportion of headquarters companies and, more importantly, the advanced corporate service companies that
support them, still prefer to remain in the central city where the advantages
of agglomeration still remain, to say nothing of the advantages of and convenience to cultural activities and sports events, privat€ clubs, rcstaurants,
and friends.

Under these mixed cicumstances in which there have been expressed significantly different views of the viability of central city areas, land values logically have undergone a recapitalization to signficantly lower levels. If wise
market heads prevail, city land values will be reconstituted as a smaller component of development cmts. This will enable the major cities such as New
York to compete more effectively with the suburbs and with smaller cities for
the favor of office space us€rs.
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Real Estate Investment Analvsis
and Valuatirm: Et'rmomit' Analvsis.
Diselosure, anrl Risk
$' Stephen E. Roulat
"How can one measure the gor)d without knowing the bad'l" (Xurt Selignran. Mogic,
Supernaturalism and ReLigion, P:mtheon Books, l9,t{1, p. l,'r0)

Disappointing investment resulls should prompt thc€ involved to examine
how their bad decisions were made. Such an examination leads almmt inescapably to deficiencies in the economic analysls behind the decisions:
I ) Tno little economic analysi"s was done.
2) That which wa-s done was misfrx used.
3) The presentation of the economic analvsi-s was inadequate.
Much of what passes for "economic analysis" is actually a superficial presentation of a "best case" optimistic outcome, an advocate's assertion not
supported by adequate evidence. Much more is grossly mi-sfocused.
There are a number of reasons for this. The methodologies relied on by many
for measuring investment performance are primitive. Their techniques for
communicating financial data do not provide useful information because
existing general prohibitions against projections deny the inv€stment community the information fr:ndamental to decision-making. Very few of those
providing real estate economic analysis services have a sufficient breadth of
background and expertise, combined with the multiperson, multidisciplinary
organizational structure es-s€ntial to superior economic analysLs. Finally, many
r€al estate participants have a false impression of their abilities as investment
economists. As a corsequence, they decline to commit sutficient resources to
perform usefirl analysis of probable investment results, and some do not
bother to utilize any analytic services at all.
This article is intended to underscore and examine the need for better
economic analysis and the specific qualities of the analysis required. It begirs
with consideration of investment economics and risk-retum relationships.
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This is followed by a discu-rsion of mea-sures of investment performance,
esp€cially a-s r,egards the interdependency of the appraisal and investment
analysis processes. The importance of the economic concept of core theory to
valuation, the variabilitl, of the outcomes of future economic events, and the
realitl- of variable values and returrLs are then explored. The importance of
future-oriented financial information i"s introduced with the focus of the
examination dLrected first to the "state," or perhaps more accuratel)', "n()nstate" of the art of economic zuralysis and then to a review of certain deficiencies in the analysis and dLsclrsure of economic information. Finally, the
issue of the crxt-effectiveness of economic analysls Ls addressed and the preferred content. emphasi^s, and environment of economic analysis are presented.
The approach advocated here represenls a material departure from traditional practice. The preferred approach to economic analysis for real estate
investment decisions emphasize; full life-cycle foreca-sts based on detailed
market analysls; a probabili-stic prerientation of anticipated investment
resulLs; utilization of advanced economic and econometric models; and rlsk
measures based both on realized inveritment experience and on a macroeconom ic/environmental analysis of future investment market conditions.
This methrd embraces a commitment to investor-oriented disclmure of
probable inveritment results and specifically encompasses an explicit presentation of the data, assumptions, and mrdels.

INVESTM I.]NT ECONOMICS
An analogy oflen used in introductory economic texts to make clear t he
dlstinction between consumption and investment is the clansic diiemma facd
by the larmer: does he consume his current crop of com or plant it to grow
future crops? An investment involves the deferral of benefit trday in anticipation of a greater benefit at a later date. It must be recognized that economic
events (xcur over a time continuum; when a particular event crcuni determines its significance and magnitude in ttday's terms. The means by which
the timing implications of economic evenls are taken into consideration is
present value analysis.

Crucial to the understanding of investment economics Ls a clear statement ol'
what an investment is. As John Mayrrard Kelrres observed, it is important to
think of an investment as a series of flows: a contractual obligation to make
one or more contributions and a contractual claim on one or more pay-offs.l
While the obligations are known, at least at the base level, and are seldom
avoidable, the future outputs are less known. While certain contractual arrangemenls promise fixed and non-variable investment benefits, it is more
often the case that a major portion of anticipated investment benefits is ri.sk)'
(variable) if not uncertain (not identifiable). The more uncertain the
incidence of these future pay-offs-their amount, duratir>n, and timing the
more uncertain the investment and the greater retum the investor will require
to participate.
Roulac : /nt csl
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Over four decades ago, Keynes recogrrized that the focus on the cunent yield
from an investment was misplaced. Investment results are realized in the
future and the focus of analysis must be on the future. As Keynes put it:
"The mrxit important confusion conceming the meaning and significance ol the
marginal efliciencv of capital has ensued in the tailure to see that it depends on the
prospectilt, r'ield ol capital, and not merelv on its current yield. "r

Unfortunately, both lay and professional investors often confuse an assessment of current op€rations with an evaluation of investment quality. Insight
into investment retum can only be obtained by considering all economic flows
over the full investment lile cycle. Keyn* noted that the retum from an investment i.s equal to the marginal efficiency of capita.l. which he in tum
defined as:
''That rate of discount which would make the present value ol a series of annuit ies
given by the retums expected from the capital-asset during it^s lite just equal to
the supply price.""

Similarly, John Burr Williams defrned the value of an investment as the
present worth of the futur€ stream of benefits it is expected to provide.
Williams emphasized the importance of estimating future paymenls, and
also the neces,sity of adjusting for expected changes in the purchasing power
of money.
lnvestors face a multitude of opportunities for investments. Given this wide
array of investment opportunities from which to elect, there must be an investment criterion. Generally, investors seek to maximize their "utility,"
which in an investment cont€xt is currently thought to be best measured try
the preferred combination of risk and return charact€ristics.'

The concept of the variabiiity of inve;tment outcomeri is fundamental to
resource a.llocation. This concept underlies the pathbreaking research by
Harris Markowitz on portfolio theory.5 Where an investor knows with full
confidence what the outcome of an investment will be, he can place a certain
value on that investment. Where the pmsibility exists that an investment's
outcome may be variable rather than fixed, mmt investors individually, and
therefore inveritors as a class for purposes of analysis, demand a premium for
participating in a situation where they perceive they may receive less than
the "safe" rat€ of retum involving no risk.6 A significant investment risk Ls
the possibility of not attaining the required (or desired ) pattem of retums.i
Where the future investment results are not known, investors will seek an
additiona.l premium for this uncertainty to offset the premium they seek for
the variability of possible outcomes.E

MEASURING INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
Economic realism is fi.rndamental to the efficient working of real estate
markets. The problems experienced on a recurring basis are the result of
unrealistic investments. T<xr often, the deals were over-priced, over-leveraged,
over-tax-gimmicked, over-gouged. While regulators have sought to respond to
these problems by requiring an appraisal as part of the registration process,e
by impming limitations on the us€ of leverage in public programs where the
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properties are unsp€cified,'(r by requiring legal opinions on the tax asumptions,rr and by impming Iimitations on sponsor compensation,r2 these efforts
all address characteristics rather than the essence of the issue. Ultimately, the
investor is concemed with rlsk and rate of retum considerations which are
best measured by investment analysi-s and investment valuation. Presently,
these considerations, which are fundamental tu economic realism, are
ansigrred a lower priority than considerations which may not materially
influence the investment resulLs.
Although the subject of rate of retum analysis i.s often viewed as separat€
and distinct from appraisal valuation, such a distinction i^s unsound. Both
valuation and investment analysis involve similar analytic pr(resses in
that each Ls concemed with developing a current mea-sure of future
economic evenls surrounding a specific investment situation. A rate of
retum analysis reflecls a relationship between the initial acquisition c<nt of
an asset and anticipated future investment outcomes. The income
capitalization appralsa.l derives a value reflecting the worth of anticipated
future invest ment outcomes to an investor seeking a designated retum.
Both rate of retum and valuat ion are concemed with future investment
outcomes. ln valuation, the initial price is the unknown; with investment
analysi-s, the retum is unknown. The two processes are interdependent;
similar considerations influence both valuation and investment analysi-sl
common anall'tic concepls underlie both prtxerises.
Unfortunatel-,-, the investment community, appraisers, and securit ies
regulators do not fully appreciale the interdependence of valuation and investment ana.lysi^s. At the same time that appraisals are required for a
securities registration, severe restricti()ns, and even flat prohibitions, arr
imposed on the use of investment analysis in the offering documents. rirl'he
perception of separation between appraisal and investment analysis reflecls
and contributes to the primitive "state of the art" of these disciplines. It may
in part result from a prxrr understanding of both microeconomics and valuat

ion concept^s.

(.ORE THF]ORY ANI) VALUATI0N
While the economic theory underll-ing vdue and price Ls addres.sed in the
appraisal textbooks, it has been virtually ignored in terms of rigorous
analyt ical studv. rr Genera.llv, the accepted appralsal theory, that which
underlies current appralsa.l practice,

Ls highly deficient.'., Without delving into
these deficiencies in detail, it can be observed that the focus of ,.market
value"'6 on a single point eritimate, i.e., one specific number, is attributable
t() an adaptation of economic theory concemed primarily with dLstribution
and alltrcation rather than price and value.ri Thus, the cla-rsical economists
David Ricardo and John Stuart Mill have had ar excessive, unwarranted.
and unfortunate influence on appraisal theory.r8 M<xt simply, the appraisal
profession adopted the wrong approach, a consequence not all that surpri^sing
in view of the fact that "appralsal theorv" has essentially been praclitionergenerated rather than hased on a di^sciplined effort to devel<4r an economic
explanat ion of the process and its object ives. ts
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Although it Ls clear that in the perfectly functioning theoretical market, as
Gerard Debreu implies, price equals value,2" this ideal Ls not achieved in
practice, particularly where capital investmenls are considered. More useful
to the questi()n at hand Ls the theory of the core as developed and discussed
by Eugen von Rohm-Bawerk,2r J<thn vttn Neumann, and Oscar Morgenstem.22 I)un<'an Luce and Howard Raiffa,?'t and fcster 'I'elser.'a Mrxt
simply, core theor)' stipulates that competitive forces cause transa('ti()ns tt)
take place within a range of prices, consisting of an interval rather than a
single point price as arg;ed by the clansicisLs.
In the majoritl' of instances, the real eritate market functions as the reverse
of the clansic auction market in that the seller starls with an asking price
and reduces it until a buyer i-s willing to pay the desired amount and a
transaction result-s. Thus, sellers operate within a range defined by their
initial "asking" price and a "floor" of what they are willing to accept.
Similarly, bur-ers operate within a range defined by their initial "bid" price
and a "ceiling" of what they are willing to pay. In practice, the Roulware
approach to labor negotiations?5 seldom applies in real estate market.s. Each
party tends to work within a range bounded by an "initial" price to start the
negotiat ion process on the one hand and by a "final" price on the other hand.
A transaction can (rcur where a buyer's "final" price is at least equal to the
seller's " final" price.

'I'he necessary overlapping of buyer and seller prices can be shown by
considering a seller who asks $ l,(XX),(M) for a property while heing willing to
accept $9U),(XX) and a buyer who bids $850,0m while being willing to pay
$950,00o. There is a $50,(D0 overlap and a transaction can take place within
this range. As wit h core theon', it can not be said wit h precision where
within the range the transaction price will be. This depends on several factors
including the bargaining abilities and motivation of the involved parties as
well as which truyeni enter into the negotiation prme,.i.s. The nature of investment markeLs is such, eripeciallf in the real property context, that not all
potential buyers participate in all negotiations. Consequently, which buyers
do participate will influence the price at which the trarlsaction may (xrcur.
Although in practice it ls possible to identify a collection of "final" prices that
approaches a relatively smooth demand function, the hid pricm are much
more varied. While there is certainly some relationship between bid and final
price, the amount by which the "final" price exceeds the bid varies. The
prrspective buyer participates in the negotiation process ii after hi"s initial
bid, the seller determines it Ls possible that their respective final prices may
overlap. The prospective buyer makes a bid after a determination, based on an
a-\sessment of the seller's asking price as well as other considerations, that it
Ls ptxsible their final prices may overlap. As noted in the discussion of core
theory, a transaction will mcur within a range, reflecting the common overlap ofthe seller's ask-final price range and the buyer's bid-final price range.

VARIATIILITY OF FUTURE OUTCOMT]S
Financial retum above the "risk free" rate by definition involves variability
and the accompanving p<nsibility that performance mal be below expecta/?r,oi Estrrlr, lsstrls
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tions or below the "risk free" rate. The marketplace is defined by and reflects
variable and changing economic behavior. If outcomes were certain, there
would be no need to await the occurrcnce of events before accounting for
them.
The ultimate focus of management decision-making is on a flow of economic
outcomes-a series of "profits" or a stream of benefie over time. Each
economic outrome is the result of the intcraction of multiple variables and can
effectively be thought of as the r€sult of the interactions of other economic
events or decisions. A change in any component decision or event means the
compmite out ome will be alter€d. Given the intcrdependence of multiple
factors, each individually subject to variability, it is inevitable the primary
focus of analysis will be variable as well.
The inherent variability of future outcomes is reflected in different perceptions by market participants in buying, selling, and leasing space. Differences
in perceptions about futures are fundamental to the efficient functioning of
markets. Indeed, James Graaskamp has incisively observed that furancing
generally, and real estat€ frnancing specifically, ultimately turns on the
credibility of the assumptions of respective parties to a transaction with the
differences between assumptions and their realization being risk.26
Variances in forecast reliability are attributable to differences in models, data
deficiencies, and differences in forecaster judgment. Forecasts involve different combinations of statistical method, historical data, numbers of
variables, and equatiors, and judgment. Because there are a multitude of
different forecasting techniques and forecasters, eva.luating them is difficult
and complex.2T

Too little appreciated is the role of regulatory change in creating or destroying
economic values. As a case in point, extending the limit for fishing to 200
miles has been a great stimulus to a dying industry in the United Statcs, has
encouraged investments in new boats,2E and ultimately will influence the
va.lues of properties in communities heavily dependent upon fshing as a prime
component of the local economic base.
Regulatory change alters property rights, as reflected either by revisions in
the claims on the property's economic productivity or in the allowable uses,
which in tum influence the property's productivity. Where attenuation of
prop€rty rights exists, the subject prop€rty by definition is less valuable than
if non-attenuated.ze Because there is always the pesibility of regulatory
change attenuating prop€rty rights, investors will demand a premium for this
risk. The different p€rceptions of various market participants influence the
neoessaly risk premium and further contribute to the variability of future
outcom€s.

VARIABLE VALUES AND RETURNS
As Bohm-Bawerk noted, "In the last analysis, the value of all goods

is

bound up with man and his purposes.''30 lndeed, there exists no substantive

and uniformly acceptrd definition of "fair market value."3r Certainly a
contributing factor to this situation has been the general disinclination of
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the accounting fratemity to address this issue forthrightly,3'! reflecting no
doubt the traditional conservative orientation toward historical cost.33
Attempts to separate "va.lue" from economic motives are unlikely to
produce meaningtrl information.r' Investors commit capita.l to properties
on the basis of an expectation of eaming a retum on that capita.l,rs
consistent with the universally-accepted theorem that the present value of
an investment is equal to the sum of its discounted anticipated future
benefits.'r6 The obsenration by May on this point is particularly apropm:
"\{'hat the investor or speculator is interested in is the value of the businetis as
a whole, and that is dependent mainly on what it will prtduce in the future and
is

not determinable by any purely accounting prtrcess."':

Indeed, Henry Babcock suggests that the market value of an investment
property can only be derived by investment analysis, otherwise the property
is a "marketable noninvestment prop€rty" or a "service property."3E
In approaching the valuation process it is important to recogaize the essential
mr:lti-faceted nature of real estate investment. To this end one is well to think
of each investment prop€rty as a business unto itself involving capital assets,
supplies and materials, and working capital; and requiring marketing and
promotion, maint€nance, repair, and managerial supervision.
The complexity of the investment process as well as its sersitivity to altemative interprctations mu^st be recogrrized. Investing in real estate requirts
numerous judgments of many items that can have a range of outcomes, and
this leads to substantial dispersion of results for a common venture reviewed
by different analysts, each employing his own assumptioru. An investment
analysis is meaningful only in the context of a specific statement of the information and relevant assumptions on which it is based.

FINANCIAL REPORTING OBJECTIVES
Deliberations about valuation theory and the preferred approach to developing an opinion of value are inseparable from considerations of how that value
opinion is to be used and communicated to the financial community. The
disclmure of valuation analysis should be corsidered in terms of the needs of
consumers of futancial information.
In the context of financial reporting, the concept of the "going concem" is
central to accounting theory:
"It is the task of accounting to make the m()st truthful and sigrificant mes.sures
pesible of the continuotx flow of business

act ivit],."'re

However, given a "continuous flow of business activity," accounting theoreticians observe:
''. . the ultimate outcome ol the activitieri lies in the luture. But decisioru cannot
await the ultimate outcome; management, investrrru, gr)vemment, all of the
interested parties, need 'test readings' from time to time in order to gauge the
progrss made- B-".' mears of accounting we seek to provide these test readings by a
periodic matching of the crst-s and revenues that have flowed past 'the meter in an
inten'a.l of t ime.'
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Accounting, then, faces the difficult task of accuratcly reporting at a single
point in time the status of a "continuous llow of busin€ss activity.', Indeedl a
major study on generally accepted accounting principles included in a list of
ten basic concepts the conc€pt that "timeliness in furancial rrporting requires
estimates."'r
The accounting fratemity is not unaware that the furancial community is
more interested in a company's future prmpects than its past performance:
"Almmt a1l extemal u-sem of f-rnancial information report€d by a profit-oriented
firm are involved in efforts to pr€dict the eamings oi the lum for some future
period.

"t:

Further, an important recent study reported that: "The basic objective of the
frnangial statement is to provide information uselirl for making economic
decisions . . the user's needs should be paramount in guiding tf,e preparation of financial statements. . . all economic decisions took to the future. . .
an objective of financial statements is to provide users with information for
predicting, comparing, and evaluating enterprise eamin gs power.',13
Because investment decisions are made on the basis of information about
that future, the objectives of financial reporting, and therefore the communication of valuation and investment analysis, should be on dirlming
relevant information on the enterprise 's probable future investment perl
formance.

STATE_OR "NON.STATE''-OF THE ART
The current "state of the a-rt" of analysis of real estate investments leaves
much to be desired. Such analysis as is done is too often characterized by
questionable assumptions, incorrect data, conceptually illegitimate models,
dubious motives, p€rvene ethics, and fraudulent representatiors. Indeed, the
authors of one article cautioned that of all the parties to a deal, only the
Iender did any meaningful analysis and his was for a purpc€ different from
that of the investors." Investment analysis as applied to reBl estat€ investments suffers from questionable assumptions as to key elements of anticipated investment benefi ts, unsophisticated and misleading methodolory,
and unrealistic expectatiors as regards a reasonable level of investment retum.
Real estate participants generally, and particularly thme in new development
projects, have long been noted for placing emphasis on considerations other
than economic feasibility in the determination of whether to commit capital
to a project. As Tlrc Economrs, observed: "The American property develop
ment system works on faith, hope and tax lcses."ri
Feasibility studies are often ignored: "'Tax shelter' buyers prompt some
developers to go ahead without feasibility studies because they can- sell the
projects before constmction.".6 Or if required, an accommodating ,.analyrst,'
is found: "The market feasibility boys were having a field day. you could
always find one who wou.ld agree with your opinion that the proposed deal
was outstanding. "'7
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Because many real €state participants, even in the face of Problems, rely
more on optimism than objective analysis,rE it is not surprising that the "stat€
of the art" of investment analysis is as behind the times as it is.

The appraisal process is regularly a source of much controvercy, both on a
"popular" and a professional level. Appraisers are accused of conspiring to
violite fair housing laws'e and of assisting and falsifying tax retums.5o They
are described as "surely the mmt maligned segment of the real estatc industry"; only half of the respondents to a recent survey of persion administrators believe that an appraisal is a valid means of establishing real estat€
values. sl

The investment community lacks confidence in the reliability of appraisals,s2
as indicated by the Money Market Directories, Inc.'s survey of the value
relationship pension administrators believe would prevail when real properties
are sold. By more than a two to one margin, perxion administrators indicated
they thought properties would likely sell below rather than equal to or above
appraised value.53

The problem is further exacerbated where appraisers are confronted by
"problem properties" or "distressed markets" and seek to use "normal" or
"standard market" assumptions rather than looking to the actual market
conditions. This tendency has raised the question os to whether many appraisers pcs€ss the basic ability needed to undertake a valuation based on actual
market analysis as opposd to hypothetical and theoretical assumptiors.5'
On this point, it shou.ld be noted that the problem is by no means unique to
the United States. The Economist recently questioned:
"How long will the barken and auditors be prepared to suslrnd their disbelief in
an art which corlsists of extrapolating tenuous trends in a marginal market over
the massive property now clogging up the system."

Indeed, these problems have led the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) to require appraisals based on actual market conditions and showing a
realistic invetment return, a rational and reasoned approach but one which
has been poorly received by the banking fratemity because of the necessity of
currently recognizing the financial reality of questionable investments by
requiring immediate correction for inflated values.55
Regulatory authorities have continually expressed concem about the reliability of appraisals, particularly in the real estate securities context.so The
r€gulatory disdain of the appralsal process is not surprising, particularly in
light of the role of appralsals and the earlier problems associated with rea.l
estate securities. During the real estate securities boom of the 1920s, for
example, such unprofessional practices as appralsals contingent on valuation
opinions equal to or exceeding designated levels proliferated. One underwriter
relied on iG own appraisals for more than half of it^s 430 mortgage bond
offerings. Because the size of the appraisal influences the size of the bond
Lssue, the amount of bonds available for sale, and the magnitude of commissions, the practice of inflating "inhouse appraisals" was a primary reason for
the subsequent problems. "s?
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DEFICIENCIES IN ANALYSIS AND
DISCLOSURE OF ECONOMIC INT'ORMATION
Investors.' misperceptiorn of risk-reward relationships have persisted from
the
earliest days and are commented upon by such economists as Adam Smith,
who observed:
"The overweening conceit which the greater part of men have
of their own
sbilities is an ancient evil remarked by ihe philrxophers ar,d mora.li.sr. of all
ages.
Their absurd presumption in their .wn good f<rrtune has been less taken noiice
of. It is, however, if prxr.sible, still more univenral. There is no man living who,
when in tolerable health and spirits, has not some share of it. The chance
of gain
is b-1 every man more .r less over-r.alued, and the chance .f kxs is bv mrxt men
under-valued, and by scarce any m8n. who is in tolerable health'and spirils,
va.lued more than it is worth . .",1,
and Key'nes who stated:
". , ._it i-s probable that the actual average results of investments, even during
periods of.progress and prcsperitr.. have disapp,,inted the h,pes which promptej
*en play a mixed game of skill and chance. lhe average resulLs of
11".i
whrch Pr::"o.,
to the players are not known by those who take a hand. If human nature
felt no temptation to take a ch&ce, no satisfaction lpront afart in constructing
)
a
factory, I,railway, a mine or a farm, there might not L
iruet-ent merel\,&s
-u.I
a result ofcold calculat ion. "5s

For thme familiar with the rear estate sector's lack of historical perspective,
the lead to the recent Erz.smess lyeeA cover story feature ;" nlt surpiising,
"A short.lS months ago. U.S. real e.state men were talking little else
but di-sasten
dlst ressed properties, foreclrnures, frrrced sa.les, ltnses. Tiie industry had just gone
through it^s wonit crunch in 40 yeam. . Today, the talk ;d it- i." h;;; J",y
all, about,big deals, properties bougirt and sutd, new projects just

Ih:r:-i"
launched

or about to be launched,
and especialll. the unprecedented fl<xxlirf inrestment dollars chasing U.S. real estate.

"Trday prime U.S. real estate
in the industrial world.

is probably the m(,st sought-after investment target

"U.S. real etitate has achieved this enviable pmition because investoni.
domestic
and foreign, are convinced that it can onl), appieciate in valug.'i",,

fr".S :T many- reasons why economic
are oellclent. Utt€n the data

analysis and the resulting decision-s
are unreliable6r or the models un.euli"tic. A.
R.oger Kennedy, financial vice-president ofthe Ford Founduiio.,,
obue*e,
". . it is not strange that $'e so often confront the forecaster as reducti.nist.
we
have masters of sin-gle-factor predict ing who tell us that rn*i
of phenom_

ena, the complex of_complexes, emot ions and artifice. ,rrr.
"n*pt"*
is gorcmed by
nothLng bur ' r-ngne.'--syppty, .nothing but'the immediate
"",rnnrny, p,i.r,:."t[i"i
Dut the meluctshle repetition l)fthe husiness cvcle ....

lli,lT9

Misunderstandings

as to basic economic

undesirable economic decisions.

issues are contributors to

The majority- of appraisers look solely to the tangible real property to the
exclusion of legal, behavioral, managerial, n"ancill, tax,- ana rela[ed considerations that influence ultimate- investment ipp.j1. * Whil; -.;y
appraisers qualify their valuation reports with
oh."*"tiorr, .,For an in"-

-
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the income capitalization appraisal technique is
p*i"i*a i"a' .nrrta be given special emphasis in situatiors where the
is buying primarily foi investment motives, " such qualification
;;h;.

vestment property,

red,rndarrt if iot"ludicrous. Real property does not exist exempt from the
political, legal, and capital market systems. No party can own a property
'*itt o"t '*'i"u""tment objective, for even if the property were acquired at
no ccst through some ty'pe of windfall, the value of that property become
its investmen[, with an a.ssociated opportunity cmt equivalent to what
could be eamed with thrse frrnds placed in the most attractive altemative

L

ll^se.

Appraisers sometimes demonstrate considerable confusion about the
p.ii"u.y focus of their a.ssigrrments and consequently it is not surprising
wide of-the
in"i tt"it valuation opinions, in light of subsequent events, ar€
property
taken
a
valued
appraiser
an
of
Mi)watthee
Ciiy
u.
-"tf.. n Ut""f,
that
to
added
then
and
potential
use
its
to
accoiding
domain
i"
be
to
"-i"""i
residential slruclure, wh.ich happened
til uatre of an existin-"g"value
irgure
on
the
"highest
best
use,"
and
at its
.J-" ZOI; of the property's
premium to acquire desiredpav
a.
20'i.
typi"aty
a"""top"rs
it
ut
;;d"
lf
iit"".* Th" transparency of this methodolory is readily apparent
a
for
figure
a.
certain
price
abovedeuelopem typically pay- a premium
property's
the
pay
in
fact
is
will
Joiru6f" property,- then the'price they
value.

All too frequently the analysis is implicit rather than explicit' The implicit
particllarly when at an aggregate as oppmed to a "lineid ,"Aysis,
;;
"ppi"""n
uilr i"" lL"Ll, ;" irrrgi,t,rith poiential for miscalculati<.xr' lt is mmt often the
it the determ"inistic approach t akes a "most probable" figure for each
"t
"i""
variable and fhen derives a frnal figure which is a compmite
.f tft" *f""-t
oi iii" i"ai"iaua items. While selection of "mcst probable" numbers certainly

over using less likely numbers, by ilsgt[ it- does not eliminate
of "mmt probable" figures can cause an
enJ result with a material variance from the expected value fig,re derived by
65
a probabilistic approach.
Many investment analysts rely on primitive measurreri ,t retum on investunsophisticated profitability measures' an
-".,i.uu Wh"n o.re reiie" onoften
can be at material variance from the
investment's appar€nt retum
of a propcsed
;";;;i" ."aitv.t As a case in point, one46"analysis"
in
9('i when fact utilizing
inrestmerrt shoied retum^s ranging as high a's
analysis, bu.t taking as "given"
;;";rJt accepted concepts oi economic
favorable if not
i""u-piio* ni futrr." economic events which were atonlea'st
tax basis 6'
after
an
."ti-i!ii". it investor wouddo well to break even
in real estate ventures are for variou^s reasons reluctant
iri;-r;;l;*b "
realit ies of projects in which they are involved. Even
i.-rJ""'tr,"'
"i"r.mic
*i"" t"ft" pJi"ip-t" do affrmitively att€mpt to 6eunderstand the
underlying economics, their conclusions are often inaccurate
The deficiencie in economic analysis are contributed to and exacerbated Iry
il;;iJ Ji""l*rt" practices and guidelines' There are irreconcilable
diff"."n""" between investor needs and traditional accounting methods.To

t

^ "ar-t"g..
The c-umulative inleractions
error.
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Traditionally, the SEC has oppmed the use of projections?r although this
policy has treen somewhat modified recently.?2 The offering document is the
product of the securities regulatory process and, presumably, is a primary
source of information for investment decision making. But too often it
contairs all information except that which is needed to evaluate whether or
not the proposed offering is an attractive investment. The information provided is difficult frst to find and then to interpr€t. As one court observed:
"ln at least some instances, what has developed in lieu ol the open di-sclosure
envisioned by the Congress is a literary art form calculated to crrmmunicate as
Iittle o[ t he essent ial informat ion as prnsible whi]e exuding an air of total candor. "'.

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The economic andysis of rcal estate decisions Ls a difficult and complicated
undertaking. All too often, the budget is totally inadequate for the urgency of
the task. Not surprisingly, a limited budget will frequently lead to limited
analysis. The first area of "economizing" is often market analysis.T. lndeed,
virtually without exception, sponsoN and investors budget nominal sums for
work that properly should require fees comparable to thG€ charged lry
professionals involved in the legal, architectural, and mortgage banking
functions.is

A source of tension as regards the economic analyst's role is the desire of a
number of sponsors to insure "safe" appraisals, i.e., appraised value exceeding
acqulsition price. Very frequently, sponsors are unwilling to allow a sufficient
budget to undertake a meaningful valuation analysis. Where the appraisal fee
is only $750 to $1,500, as is frequently the case, it is impmsible for the
appraiser to do substantive field res;earch and detailed analysis. Many
appralsers r,espond to such constrainls by relying on data from their files and
other unverified information whose reliability is suspect. Then, such analysis
that is done is simplistic, if not naive. In the face of budget constraints, however, it is no wonder that detailed forecasts and more powerful models are
ienored.
On balance, sponsorc commissioning such "studies," and to a lesser degree
appraisers accepting such assignmenls, seem to be operating with a strange, if
not perverted, sense of priorities as regards the cost effectiveness of economic
decision making. The total cost of a competent valuation analysis exceeds
the usua.l budget for a "financial public relations" appraisal by only a few
thousand dollars, certainly an immaterial amount in the context of a milliondollar-plus prop€rty. Most simply, the additional information provided by a
comp€tent valuation analysis will pay for its extra cost many times over. In
light of the substantial lrxses incurred by real estate investors over the years,
an investment in competent valuation analysis promises very high retums.?5It
must of course be recogrrized that a disturbing numb€r of sponsors have no
interest in the appraiser's input to the decision process b€yond his endorsement of a decision already made. On this point it should be pointed out that
many sponsors like to cite as evidence of their negotiations and acquisitions
Roulac: /nt cslrnent Anolrsls and Valuotin
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ability their record of buying properties consistently at substantial discount
from "fair market value" when in fact this more accurat€ly reflects their
talent in selecting apprai^sers.
Perhaps only in real estat€ is the concentration of economic resources in
enterprlse management, direction and implementation so misplaced. While
good implementation activity is of course a necessary condition for investment
succe.;s, by no means Ls it a sufficient condition. The expertise the financial
economist brings to the real estate investment decision "adds value" by virtue
of risk control, concept refinement, market targeting, finance packaging,
ultimate investment objective-setting, in an amount at least in the same ball
park as other involved professionals. Thce market participants who pay
low-budget fees will get low-budget advice; if they cannot understand the
necessity of investing substantial r€sources to make a substantial decision,
they are beyond help and deserve all the misfortune that befalls them.

AGENDA FOR THI.] FUTURE
Because the general quality of real estat€ economic ana.lysis leaves much to be
desired, the potentia.l payoff for superior analysis is high. An accelerating
pace of change, escalating regulatory complexity, and increasing uncertainty
of economic outcomes makes distinctive investment valuation of even
greater worth. The needs of the new real estate capitalists-the prominent
financial institutions-require economic analysis consistent with the seriousness of their fiduciary reponsibilities.

Appralsa.ls and investment analyses based on one-year statemenls, simplistic
methodologies, unsubstant iated data, and non-disclced assumpt iorn create
a severe risk of legal claims and litigation on the grounds that prudence and
due diligence were not adhered to in the investment decision process. Unfortunately, too many economic analyses are a potential source of legal

liability for both thme performing them and those placing reliance upon
them.

Better investment resulLs, particularly through the reduction of risks, will be
achieved through better analysis. Potential liability will tre largely reduced,
and the functioning of real estate markets, the efficiency of resource allocation, and the stability of the economy will all be improved.
Economic analysis leading to an investment decision, if it is to be a superior
decision, must be based on a multidisciplinary approach. The integration of
disciplines beyond a narrow definition of economics is required. The early
description of thls branch of social science, political economy, is relevant. As
Kennedy observes:
"The mrxt importart determinants of economics are political. Consequentl]', we
must not ask economt's, a numerate activitt, to cope with non-numeric factors.
The brain and the psyche do not function like computers -Jnagies are not chips.
Forecasting requires that an economlst use skills and perceptions he gamers in
foraging beyond the bounds of his pnrfetision. "i?

While there is no question that effective economic analysis requires unrelent!0
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ing investigation, rigorous analysis, a sense of economic history, breadth of
pempective, an advanced knowledge of microeconomic theory, insight into
the changing demographic patterns and relationships, sensitivity to evolving
legal standards, and shrewd political sawy, ultimately the process involves
originating viable data and identifuing crucial factors and their linkage
relationships. TE
There exlsts a sharp rift between the requisite organizational approach to
implement multidlsciplinary analysis and the practices of mrst real estate
economic ana.lysts. While a select few individual practitioners are capable
of exemplary work, the business is overly-populated by sole practitioners
and small frms too narrow in their approach, with few substantia.l firms
bringing together multiple disciplines and perspectives. Significantly, real
estate economic analysis Ls too much characterized by a craft as distinguished
from an industrial approach. Such an orientation is not surprising because the
technolory of real estate economic analysis wou.ld likely have parallels to the
technologr of creating real estate properties. Buckmirster Fuller has observed
that the building sector has been the last of man's activities to embrace an
industrial approach, using tools which "cannot be produced by any one man,"
as opposed to a craft approach, involving tools that can "be spontaneously
fashioned and adopted by any one individual studying nakedly in the

wildemess. "7e

Thme analysts who op€rate alone have a limited capital base, both in terms
of equipment to utilize modem analytical technolos, and also of investment
in their own lmowledge to implement such technolory, and consequently ar€
at a severe disadvantage. The preferred approach requires an organization
whee decision-makers have broad general talent and the ability to integrate
the contributions of specialists in the various disciplines to reach a superior
investment decision.
Unfortunately, the trend of education and professional practice is towards
increasin g special izat ion. As Kennedy observed :

". . everything now points to wonie and wonie lirrecasl.ing. AII the crabbed krrces
dominating the faculties of American college-"i and univenities, the parmhidi,sm
ofour dlscipline.". the dessicating emph&sls upon statistics, the adversion to hi"story,
psychokrg,,,, and sociology-, are conspiring to prepare numerate illiterates. Graduaie
student^s, dimini-shed rather than enlarged by thls prrrcess, cannol be trusted to
predict anvthing more complir.ated t han the pace of a print -()u1. "3,,
While a full discussion of what superior real e{itate economic analysis ought to
encompass is beyond the scope of thi^s *titing, certain broad statemenG can

be advanced. The analysis should start with consideration of broad environmental issues that impinge upon the decision at hand. Once macroeconomic analysis has been completed, attention can be directed to developing
specific forecasts, built up on a line by line basis, of probable future economii
results. The appropriate economic models are then selected as well as the
measures of risk and retum to evaluate investment qua.lity. Here, the importance of knowledge of realized investment results together with reasonable
anticipations for future investments results is crucial
Roulac: lnlcs I men t
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As highlighted in earlier sections of this article, economic analysis ba-sed on a
deterministic rather than a probablistic approach is destined to be relatively
unreliable. The decision-maker is int€r€sted not only in the expected value
outcome but also the range and associated probabilities of possible outcomes.
Fundamental to assessment of the economic analysis Ls full disclmure of the
underlying assumptions and methods by which the various data inputs wer€
derived, the models that were used, and the points where judgmenls wer€
made.

There is evidence that modem approaches to decision-making are gaining
growing acceptance.8r Significantly, a computer model employing econometric techniques and probability analysis wa^s utilized in planning a recent
expedition for climbing Mount Everest.32 When an investor faces a financial
Mount Everest, the size of the stake inevitably clouds his judgment.sj Here,
a third party analyst can make a particularly important contribution by
bringing both objectivity and superior analytic talent.
Research into decision-making suggests that decision makersi consistently
underestimate the benefiLs of collecting and assimilating new information.&
Real estate investment experience in this century is characterized by extreme
miscalculations and is unarguably the most p€rsuasive reason for a greater
commitment of resources to economic analysis for decision-making purposes.
For mmt in the business such a commitment will represent the highest retum
on investment expenditure they can possibly make.
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The Crand Central Case:
The Preservation of Individual
Historic Landmarks
$'Franh B. Gilbert

A major court decision in June, 1977 about Grand Central Terminal has
strengthened the pmition of persons working to presewe a city's historic
buildings, especially thae located on valuable land. In a unanimous opinion,
New York State's highest court, the Court of Appeals, said that the owner of
an individual landmark structure may be regulated in the use of his property
and that a reasonable retum on it will satisfy constitutional requirements. In
addition, the opinion by Chief Judge Charles Breitel recognized the tangible
contributions by the govemment to the present value ofthe landmark and its
site and said that the owner "is not absolutely entitled to receive a retum on
so much ofthe property's value as was created by social investment."
Perm Central Troruportation Company u. Thz City of New Yorh (case number 273, decided June 23, 1977), involves a propmal to construct a 2,000,000
square foot oflice building on the site of Grand Central at Park Avenue and
4krd Street, just south of the Pan Am Building. In its decision the court upheld the New York City landmarks preservation law and the landmark status
of Grand Centra.l. It sustained the denial of permission to build the 55-story
office tower and comment€d favorably on the transfer of development rights
a-s a way to give an owner a reasonable retum on his property.
Coming at this time, the decision will encourage efforts to find some altemative to the demolition of landmarks and buildings in historic districts, when
sites are assembled for new construction. Today there are 500 local ordinances whme purpG€s are the identification and protection of historic bui.ldings and areas, in 1965 there were less than 100 such laws. Matching the effort
by municipal govemments, federal tax laws now encourage the rehabilitation
of commercial buildings that are certified historic structures (section 2124 of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976).
l'rank B. (;il bert, land mark and presenation lawcounsel for the \ational
Tnrst for Hi\toric Prcsen'ation. p6nicipat€d Ln amicrls curiae briefs in favor

of the pre*rvation of (;rand Central Terminal during the litigation
dercribed in his article. l'rom 1965 to l9?4 he was s€cretar! and then
exe(utire dir€(tor of the New York Citl Landmarkr Presenation Com
mllsion: in thrEe ]ears much of hiq time *ac apent on the Grand ('€ntrsl
pnreedings. He received hr-s J. D. degree from Harr'6rd t,aw Sch(nl.
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Public appreciation of older buildings has increa^sed in recent years, and the
Court of Appea.ls opinion reflects an acceptance of intervention to prevent
demolitions that would have been inevitable a few years ago: "In times ofeasy
affluence, preservation of historic landmarks through use of the eminent
domain power might be desirable, or even required. But when a less expensive
alt€mative is available, especially when a city is in hnancial distress, it should
not be forced to chome between witnessing the demolition of its glorious past
and mortgaging its hopes for the future." The court concludes that New York
City landmarhs preservation law "represents an effort to take a middle way."

BACKGROI.]ND OF THE CASE

It

has been ten years since plans for a skyscraper at Grand Central were first
announced. In 1967 at the height of the office building boom in Manhattan,
the premerger New York Central said that it would negotiate with a builder
for the redevelopment of the railroad station site. In 1968 an English develop

er, Morris Saady, was selected, and his company, UGP Properties, picked
Marcel Breuer as its architect for the project. Because Grand Central is a
designated New York City landmark, any change to its exterior required the
approval of the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission.
After some preliminary pmceedings in 1968, Breuer and the developer eventua.lly presented for consideration altemative desigrrs one would have placed
the office tower on top of the terminal and its Beaux Arts facade by means of
mansive cantilevers, while the second propcal would have destroyed the
exterior of the landmark so that the oulside of the new building would have a
completely modem appearance. The two designs contained the train facilities
which continued on the site, and both attempted to pr€serve much of the
station's main concourse, an interior feature of the building over which the
Iandmarks commission had no jurisdiction.
From the start the Grand Central office building was a controversial project.
One interesting element of the discussion was the feeling of inevitability about
the lrxs of the terminal in its present form. Nothing could be done, and perhaps a good new building by Breuer was all that could be hoped for, because
the landmark was located on such a valuable site. After extensive public
hearings the New York landmarks commission in August, 1969 tumed down
the developer's and the railroad's application for a certficate of appropriateness, giving it^s reasors in a l4-page opinion.
In the period after this decision, other parts of the city govemment worked
with the railroad and the developer on pmsible projects that would have
transferred the allowable floor space from the Grand Central site to propced
new construction on adjacent property owned by Penn Central. Preliminary
architectural drawings were prepared for a large new office building on the
site of the Biltmore Hotel. The provisiors in the city's zoning ordinance were
expanded to facilitate a transfer of development rights, but the weakening
of the market for office space apparently kept any new buildings from being
started.
Gilbert: Ihe (iron d ('entral ('anc
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DECISION BY THE COURT OF APPEALS
In 1972 the developer and the railroad activated their pending suit to overtum
the rejection of their plars by the landmarks commission. The Court of
Appeals decision is the third one in this litigation; it follows a trial court decision for the developer and the railroad that was reversed on appeal by the
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court (377 N.Y.S. 2d 20, 1975). In analyzing the problem before it, the Court of Appeals spoke in broad terms
about "det€rmining the scope of govemmental power" to save "irreplaceable
landmarks deemed to be of inestimable strial or cultural sig-nificance." Since
historic preservation laws are enacted as an exercise ofthe govemment's police
power, payments to owners are not provided for in thes€ statutes. Thousands
of buildings are now covered by these laws, and so the use of eminent domain
will rarely be the way to save a threatened historic property.

Writing for the court, Judge Breitel distinguishes this case from a zoning
regulation because "the purpGes are different." He also treats it differently
from the regulation of a historic district where owners "benefit, to some
extent, from the furtherance of a general commr:nity plan." The opinion then
gives significant support to laws protecting individual historic landmarks:

"Discriminatory zoning is condemned because there is no acceptable reason lbr
singling out one particular parcel for different and les.s tavorable treatment. When
Iandmark regulation is involved, there is such a reason: the cultural, architectural,
historical, or social signficance attached to the affected parcel. Even when reg'ulation Ls designed to achieve such an acceptable purp<xie, however, the landowner
must be allowed a reasonable retum or equivalent private use of hi^s property. "
Owners of landmark buildings have often oppmed regulation of their property
with argr:ments about large new structurcs they might want to develop there.
According to the Court of Appeals, the t€st for the regr.rlation of a landmark
building and its site is whether it is capable "in its economic context of producing a reasonable retum, even if its development is limited." The court a.lso
says:

"Plairtiffs contend that the Terminal currently operatei at a l<x;.s. Even il that be
true, it is not of critical importance. What Ls significant, in-stead, i-s whether the
property, managed efficiently, is capable of producing a rea-sonable retum. If the
courls were forced to look to the propert)- as it is, rather than as it could be, an,'inadequacy of managen of property could frustrate any land use rest rictions. "

T\:ming to the question of what value the regulators must consider, the
opinion goes beyond previous analyses in cases about landmarks:

"Of primarl' sigrrificance, however, is that sciet-,- as ar organized entitl-, especially
through its govemment, rather than as a mere conglomerate of individua.ls, has
created much of the value of the terminal property. . . . Absent thls heary public
govemmental investment in the Terminal, the railroads, and connecting trans-

portation, it is i-ndisputable that the Terminal property *'ould [r worth but a
fraction of its current economic value. Plaintiffs may not now fnrstrate legitimate
and important scial objectives b1' complaining, in essence, that govemment
regulation deprives them of a retum on so much of the investment made not by
private interests but by the people of the city and state through their govemment.
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lrr^stead, to pr€vail.

a

reasonable

plaintiffs must €."tablish that there

wa-s

no possibility of eaming

retum on the privately contributed ingredient of the property's

value.."

The court goes on to say that it will be "exceedingly difficult but imperative,
nevertheless, to sort out the merged ingredients and to assess the rights and
responsibilities of owner and society." To help with this problem, the court
invites further submissions of briefs by the parties at the trial court level.

THE TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
In the opinion Judge llreitel calls attention to the land and buildings owned
by the railroad in the Grand Central area because they "would Ime corsiderable value and deprive plaintiffs of much income, were the Terminal not in
operation. Some of this income must, realistically, be imputed to the Terminal." In addition, these adjacent properties make viable the zoning pre
visiors permitting the transfer of unused flrxrr area from a landmark site to a
new building propmed for construction.
Discussing problems about a pcsible transfer of development rights, the court
says that long-term leases or existing buildings on receiving parcels do not

make development rights worthless. It points out that when "the improvements have l<xt their utility, a larger building could be con^structed." The
opinion describes as "significant" the "p€rmitted splitting of the development rights among severa.l receiving parcels, to allow optima.l use of the
rights."

Summarizing

it^s

views on this point, the court concludes:

"I)eYelopment right.s, once translerred. ma1- not be equivalent in lalue to development rights on the original sire. Bul that. ahne. does not mean that the subsritution of rights amounls to a deprivation ol property without due process of lawLand use regulation ollen diminishes the value of the property to the landowner.
Constituti()nal standards, however, are oflended onl,"- when that diminution leaveti
the orrrer r,r'ith no reasonable use of the propertt. The situation with transferable
development righLs is analogotr^s. If the sub$titute rights received provide reasonable
compensation for a landowner forced to relinquish devekrpment rights on a landmark site, there has been no deprivation of due prrress."

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DECISION
The opinion then notes that in this situation: "The compensation need not be
the Just' comp€nsation r€quired in eminent domain, for there has been no
attempt to take property." The court continues its analysis and adopts
another pmition that is important to the preservation of landmarks. The
designation of Grand Central as a landmark and its subsequent regulation
by a city commission "permitted productive use of the Terminal site as it had
been used for more than half a century, as a railroad terminal. In addition, the
Since
development rights were made trarsferable to numerous sites.
this regulation and substitution was reasonable, no due process violation resulted." The court goes on to say that the landmarks law is a reasonable land
use regulation. To stop the application of the law to them, the developer and
Oilbert: ?he (irond CentroL ('osc
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the railroad have the burden of demonstrating affirmatively that the regulation has eliminated "all reasonable retum" on their property. On the facts
of this case, the court holds that they "have failed to meet that burden."
At the end of the opinion, the court recognizes that its decision is not sup
ported "by ample precedent or wholly developed principles." It adds: "The
last word has not only not been spoken; it has hardly been envisaged. " The
railroad and the developer may ask the U. S. Supreme Court to review the
case. The Supreme Court has discretion whether or

not to hear this appeal.
At this point the Court of Appeals has provided an additional legal foundation for growing preservation activities around the country. Its support for
the pr€s€rvation of a major commercial landmark matches the feelings of
many private individuals. With the necessary support from municipal govemments, more communities will now have a fair opportunity to preserve their
city's historic landmarks.
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Metropolitan Crowth, Suburban
Enclaves, and the Yick Vo Laund.yUlill they be the Roots of Disorrler in
America?
b1'James R. Cooper

In January of

1977 for eight consecutive nights record numbers of Americans-130 million of our people-viewed a TV program based on Alex Haley's
Roots. Scholars have already begun to analyze this phenomenon. Dr. Gilbert
Parks, staff psychiatrist at Topeka State Hcpital, Karnas said, " 'taoots'
epitomized every American's fight for personal freedom and prcperity. That
was its appeal . . Even though the show highlighted one particular family's
struggle for freedom, it was a story of everyone's fight-not only for freedom,
but for freedom and a higher standard of living. "

This article is about a nationwide fight which is ongoing. It is quiet, but deadly
serious: quiet because true to American tradition it is b€ing fought in our
courts; serious because its uncertain outcome will profoundly affect our
republic's democratic system for better or for worse. The fight is to open the
metropolitan suburbs to the lower-income cla-sses.
Americans have discovered and rediscovered that riot in the streels solves
nothing, arouses fear in thce who hold power, and only delays resolution of
conflict. In the 197G we have lived in a time of relative domestic tranquility as
the urban poor and thme below middle-income test the usefulness of the
legislative process and judicial review as means for redress of their asserted
wrongs. These underdogs cannot be ignored any more than this nation could
ignore labor's demands that management be brought to the conference table
for collective bargaining.

James R. C-oop€r is a professor of rral estste and urban affair" at Georgia
State Lhivemitv, Atla.nta a.nd h&s been a facultr_ memb€r of the $hart()n
*hool of lhe fhiversit\ of Pennsvlvania. s-nd the universities of lllmol.
\l isconsLn ajld Pittsburgh. Dr. Crxrper has published numerous articles and
is the author of fieol Estot{, 1nr'.slmcnt -,lnalrses He Ls a member ,rf the
bar of the United

Slatei Supreme ('ourt.

C<nper: Metropctlitan Grou th

:lt

As in the past, whenever srxial injustice mcuni in the United States, diverse
groups find themselves working with former opponenLs &s we seek the way
toward conflict resolution. Today, the [Irban [-eague, regional homebuilders'
asscriations, Realtors, the NAACP, blue ribbon metropolitan leadership
councils, and large-scale developers fiurd themselves working in concert to
solve a national problem which our suburbs are trying to evade. It i-s certah
that our population will grow by no less than 41 million prersons by the year
2000, and may grow by 50 million. Current demographic trends indicate that
birth control methods are being used more effectively by the upper-income
classes. Thu-s a much higher percentage of our new population will be either
bom poor or be the elderly who have become poor due to inflation.

The places where our lower-income clanses will live Ls a matter of crit ical
importance. Providing housing for families with incomeri below the national
median ha-s been a chronically difficult problem for decades. Flver since
Senator Robert Taft sponsored a National Housing and Slum Clearance Act
in 1949, the U.S. Congress has stated that decent housing f<rr every American
in a gcxrd living environment Ls a bi-partlsan national goal. Now, after a peri<xl
of neglect ( 1972- 1976), it appears we are aboul to embark on another natir>nal
effort to confront the problems of decent housing at convenient l<rations f<rr
our metropolitan area housing-deficit families. I
In our last noble effort, the National Housing Act of 1968, we were forewamed
that the housing programs for low and low moderate-income families would
require six million acres of new land on the fringes of our metropolitan areas
and that srrial and political barriers strnd in the way. One of the manv
reasons the programs created by the Act (Sec. 235 and Sec. 2il6) foundered
was the lack of suitable sites, especia.lly on the urban fringes. We now seem to
be tending toward forms of subsidy (e.g. housing allowances ) which will prefer
the use of the existing strxk and encourage dispersal of the lower-income
cla^sses by way of providing them with housing voucherc which will enable the
"deficit fam ilies" to find their own lrxation under open equal opportunitl'
housing regulations.

A central theme of this article is to show that though our state

courLs are

doing what they can to solve the conflicls arlsing from the effort of ttur sul>
urbs to prevent low and low moderate-income housing from being erected in
their midst, the results arc not only diverse but even contradicton. Meanwhile, the U.S. Supreme Court under the leadership of Burger, Powell,
Rehnquist, and Stewart are not only doing all they can to avoid these land use
disputes, but worse may be leading many people into using the law as a regressive means to prevent the nation from achieving the bi-partlsan goal of a
decent home for every American famil.-.
This article points out ways in which laymen could have a beneficial impact rtn
the way the public interest Ls exercised to shape public policy in the area of
land u-se. It will present economic and social facls intended to belie some of the
myths which are now motivating suburban people and which have been I part
of the established law.
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BREAKDOWN OF THE STABLE NEIGHBORHOOD
MYTH: Neighborhood homogeneity uill contiue to be the primary uay
Amerbons stabilbe lit'e styles and property ualues.

It is apparent that there are sig:nificant forces now at work which are bringing
traditiona.l attributes of neighborhood homogeneity to an end. First, the U.S.
Census recently reported that 20('; of couples in the age 40-55 bracket are not
married but are living together. The high rate of divorce has not only
increased the number of people who remarry, it has also brought to our society
an increasing number of people who appear to prefer cohabitation to remarriage even though it is easier to obtain a divorce than before. These
couples are discreetly infiltrating all kinds of neighborhoods but especially the
suburbar areas because they tend to be more affluent than the average.
Second, the Harvard-MlT Urban Studies Center has dcrumented that the
197G have brought about a sharp increase in the headship rate of nonmarried
households. ln effect, young and old people are organizing themselves into
hor.rsekeeping units without cohabiting in the modem sense of the word, which
implies sexua.l relationships. ln the case of the elderly on fixed incomes, this is
probably, in part, due to the pressure of declining purchasing power because of
our tacit national policy on inflation. In the case of the young, it is a way of
gaining freedom and privacy to carry out their life style which may be sub.
stantially different from their older relatives. More recently, hotrseholds of
non-marrieds are being formed to spread the impact of soaring utility ccts.
The inflationary effect of salaries and wages is elso a factor for some
occupational classes. As declining family sizes begin to affect the housing
market, we can expect the ,l-6 Mroom houses in single-family detached
neighborhoods in our suburban areas to be converted to duplexes if the law
allows (more often it prohibits); and ifnot, then their use will be converted to
informal congregat€ living. The patriotic duty of energy corlservation may
even enable these new kinds of households to claim ethica.l justification for
conduct which was suspect if not abhorrent onJy a few decades ago.
ln the Village

of Belle Tene o. Boraas2 six students at SUNY Stoneybrook on
Long Island rented a house in the village from its owners in apparent violation of the village's zoning ordinance. The village has 700 people on a total
land area of less than one square mile. It has restricted land use to one-family
dwellings, excluding lodging houses, boarding hous€s, fratemity houses, and
multiple-dwelling houses. The word "family" has statutory defrnition in the
ordinance. In summary it is defined as a single housekeeping unit containing
one or more persons related by blood, adoption, or marriage, but also includes
households of one or two pensons who maintain a home.
Thrx, the village ordinance did permit an unrelated couple or an "odd couple"
to live together or cohabit. The plaintiff owners argued that if two unmarried
people can constitute a "family," there is no reason why three or four may not,
for purpmes of complying with the ordinance. The village of Belle Terre's
ordinance was found constitutional, upholding their peculiar definition of a
"family." In an opinion which is hardly a model of clarity, Justice Douglas
wrote for a 7-2 majority. The students' landlord had attempted to make some
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very significant challenges to the village ordinance: that it interfered with a
person's right to travel, to mig?ate, and to settle within the stat€; that the
ordinance expressd the social preference of the residents for groups that will
be congenial to them; that socia.l homogeneity is not a legitimate int€rest of
govemment; that the restrictive use interferes with the newcomers' rights of
privacy. The opinion imperiously waved these issues aside by saying,

".

Il (the ordinance) is not
involves no fundamenta.l right guaranteed b1- the Con-

we find none of these reasons in the rtcord before us.

aimed at transients
st itut ion.

.

.

It

''A quiet place where -,-ards are wide. per4rle few. a-nd motor vehi( 1.,,.t restricted are
legil imate zuidelines in a land use project addressed to lamil1, needs . . it is ample

to la\' out

zones where familv value;, vouth values. and the bltlisings of quiet
uan for people. '

seclusion. and clean air make t he area a sanct

The court's avoidance of the qu€.ition of fundamental rights is disappointing.
At a time of swiftly rising construction cmts, pressures on municipal tax
bases, and energy shortages, this paean of praise to the single-family detached
dwelling on a large lot (where yards are wide)doesn't speak well for the court's
wisdom on prescience.
.Justice Marshall stood alone in his willingrress to discuss whether or not the

studenls' fundamental righls were affected by the ordinance. Marshall

claimed the ordinance unnecessarily bundened the studenLs' First Amendment
rights of freedom of association and the constitutional right to privacy. He felt
that these constitutional rights should extend not only to political righls but
also to thme which pertain to conduct or to socia.l and economic benefits such
as the selection of one's living companions. He felt the right to establish a
home was part of the liberty guaranteed by the 14th Amendment. He closed
by commenting that our Constitution, in his opinion, s€cures to the individual
freedom of chocing how one would satisfo his intellectual and emotional
needs within the privacy of the home:

''The instant ordinance discriminateri on the basis of just such a penional lifest5,le
choice as to household companions. It prmits all'number of lxnons related by
blxrl or marriage. be it t*o or twent). to live in a single household. but it limits to
tuo the numtrer of unrelated 1>enions bound bl profession, lorr,, lriendship. religion.
political afliliation, or mere economics *ho can mcupl'a single home. . . The
toqn has, in eflect. acted to lence out thrrse individuals wh<xie choice ot lilerinle
ditl'ers from that ol its current residents. '
Some states. when faced with ordinances similar to Belle'I'erre. have held that

the ordinance was unauthorized by the state zoning enabling actilor that the
similar ordinance was violative of the state constitution.r It would seem that,
since the U.S. Supreme Court has eschewed the question of diversity of lifestyle raised by Belle Terre, an attomey might advise a developer that the
constitutionality of such a local ordinance barring group housing is a matter
for the specific state jurisdiction until the Supreme Court faces the quetion in
a proper test, advice which wouldn't be particularly helpful.
:l.l
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T\e third

force

that

is changing

our traditional view of a stable neighborhood

as one which is relatively homogeneous, is the imminent mixing of economic
classes. The lower economic classes will surely insist on access to morc and
more of the metropolitan area which the suburbs have preventcd to date.

DISPERSING THE POOR TO THE SUBURBS
The strangely convoluted opinion of the U.S. Supreme Court in Got.r.treaux u.
the Chitago Housing Authority and HIJD points the way to HUD and housing authority involvement in the dispersal of poor blacks to the suburbs of our
metropolitan areas. As Americans in the North, the South, and other parts of
the nation have shown hrstility to the continued use of school-busing as a
method of racial integration, they have thus unwittingly opened the way to
leased housing and housing allowances as the more feasible a.ltemative way to
alleviate the effects of segregation. Whatever method is chmen, efforts must
be made to educate the public.
The fust problem is to overcome the peculiar propersity of the media to fmter
ar image of the urban poor as a stereoty,pe promiscuous black welfare mother
of two, or more, with a shadowy male figure in the background. It is, and has
Lreen for years a totally misleading picture. Two-thirds of the urban poor ar.e
white. As Wellesley Professor of E)conomics Carolyn Shaw Bell stated in a
recent letter to Busitless Weeh.

''.

Poor uhite familes outnumb€r blacks bl more than two to one. Among
bl women, more black mothers (22,, ) work and eam income
than do white mothers (6', ). It follows that the bulk of aid to dependent children
recipienls are white. In l9?4, 2.8 million white families received public assistance
compared to 1.5 black families. Br.rcincss WeeE's "tlpical fami.ly" on the cover is
poor lamilies headed

the u'rong color. "5

As a professor who teaches housing economics, every term I lurd the students
quite surprised to find the true incidence of poverty as set forth in Anthony
Downs' CED pamphlet Thz Urban Poor.6 The most ominous statistic is that
about 44', of the urban ptx)r are children under the age of 18, and that they
constitute a steadily growing proportion of all thme under age 18. Obviously,
we are being hard presed by fact for a solution to the problem of the illhoused who live in the poverty enclaves.

ELIMINATING POVERTY ENCLAVES-A TOP PRIORITY
The poverty enclaves are at the same time made up of unusually high p€rcentages o[ substandard, aged, deteriorated housing, as one would expect of
older neglected inner-city neighborhoods. There are actually large numben of
stable middle-class fami.lies in these poverty neighborhoods with typical
middle-class aspirations who are quelled into despair by the street a[mosphere." In Edward Banfield's words, ". . for thee working and middleclass slum dwellers, life in the slums is a daily battle to pr€serve life, sanity,
and self-respect."7 It comes as no surpris€ that the upward-striving members
of the poverty enclave will seek a change of neighborhood at the first opporCooper
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tunity. Nor should it be a surprise that under conditiom of race discrimination
prevailing up until the late 1960s this led to expansion only of the fringes of the
poverty enclaves. Decentralization has been a very selective phenomenon limited largely to better educated, more affluent whites and to the more skilled
with better paying jobs. Thus the shibboleth, "the white nome of the subburbs, " tells only one-third of the story, for it has also been an exclusion of the
white prxrr and lower middle-classes of all ethnic types.

The dlstance of this separation between income classes has grown from a few
blocks the other side of the tracks in 1900, to many miles at the outward end
of an expressway. We have now become aware that the vitality of our nation's
cities depends on our capacity to cope with the locus of the home, fam ily
cycles, personal ambitions, in effect the myriad goals and aspirations ofall the
individuals who make up our urban society today and, perhaps more importantly, the children who will be our citizens in the next generation. Until now
we have given very low priority to the condition of our inner cities in our
budgeting allcrations. Expnditures for r-rne kind of war weapon often exceed
all our community development granls. We hunt enemies abroad while unrest
and insecurity breed at home.

A CASE OF UNEQUAL ACCESS
houe equal protection before the lau'and the prit''
thts, u'e all hat'e the
right attd opportunity to hnue open housing without dLscrimination based on ruce, color, creed, national origin, sex, or age.

MYTH: All Americans

ileges of immunities of Americatt citben^ship;

'I'he economic ccxts of litigation effectively bar access to the courls for the vast
majorit-v- of our middle and lower-clas.s Americans. Thus aggrieved parties
experience scrial injustice (refusal to lease, to issue building permits, to grant
variances in zoning, etc.) without having a peaceful way to redress the wrong
done. In a totalitarian state this would be a generally accepted way of life. The
grievance festers more in our nation because we are taught we do have equal
access to the law. The experience of Dorothy Gautreaux and others who were
black tenanls and applicanls for public housing in Chicago is instructive.

ln 1966 Gautreaut, and others, charged both HUD and the Chicago Housing
Authoritl- with intentionally maintaining exlsting pattems of residential separation of races by tenant assignment and site selection procedures. After
three years the federal district court, in 1969, found with Gautreaux and
Lrsued an injunction against CHA restraining the unconstitutional practices
and ordered CHA to remedy the past effects by providing that future sites
would be in the "General Housing Area" ( less than 30', non-white)ofthe city
of Chicago. After many hearing5 the case reached the fl.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, for the second time, in June of 1974. It appears that the "white
man's burden" of the lgth century has been replaced by the "black man's
burden" of the 2fth century. The cosLs of these delays, the use of thousands of
man-hourc of high qua.lity legal talent, are measured onl-'- in part by money,
but certainl-,- the Gautreaux litigation costs must be comparable to the hunt6
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dreds of thousands of dollars expended on anti-tnrst cases. Those who fmance
the defense of every citizen's political and civil rights must do so out of their

own pcrket or, pmsibly, by seeking donations. This may sound [i]e hot
rhetoric. [-et the words of.Justice Clark, sitting on the case, speak for them-

selves:8

''.

. an\'one reading the various opinions of the DLstrict Court and of this Court
a callrusness on the part of CHA and HtlD to*,ards the rights of
blacks, undt rprivileged cit izens of Chicago. that is beyond comprehension.

quickll discrrven

". . Given the eight-year tortuous course of this case . . we believe the relief
granted (compelling CHA to find sites for l5(n unils in the 'general housing' area of
the citv of Chicago) i-s much too little and much trn late in the prrreedings.
''. we are obliged to conclude that on the record here it i-s neceri.sary and equitable that anl remedial plan l() be effecti\.e must be on a suburban or metropolitan
basis. ."r'

After eight years ( 1966-1974) of litigation it would appear that Gautreaux was
to have open housing. But HUD, under Carla Hills, had yet another appeal.
Two more years elapsed before the U.S. Supreme Court made the questionable claim it had affirmed in Justice Clark's 7th Circuit Court of Appeals
opinion. The CHA had not appea.led the Clark decision. Justice Stewart delivered the opinion:

"HUD has been judicially fourd to have violated the Fifth Amendment and the
Civil Right.s Act of 196.1 in connection with the selection of sites firr public housing
in the

citl

of Chicago.

". .

. the relevant geographt area for purprxes of HUD's housing options is the
Chicago housing market, nor the Chicago cit]. limits. That HtlD recognizes this
realitv i"s evident in its administr'ation of a federal housing &sl\tance program
through 'housing market areas' encompassing 'the geographic area ..wlthin
which all d*'elling units . ." are in comprtition with one another &s altematives
for the usen of housing.' (See Department of HtlD 'Techniques of Housing Market
Analvsi-s')

"HflD

has dLscretion regarding the selection ofhousing proprxals.

"The Housing and Community Delelopment Act of 1974 sigrtifi<.antll enlarged
HUD s role. tlnder Sec. 8 Irwer-ircome hrrusing program* Hlll) ma5. contiacr
directly with private owneni to make leased housing available and HUD has
acknowledged that local govemment approval Ls no longer explicitly required as a
condition ofthe program's applicability to the lrralitv.
''ln most c&ses the 1971 Act grants the l(ral gor.emment the right to c{)mment on
the applicat ion.

"

It-is at this point in the opinion that Stewart uses his forensic skill to appear to
affirm the Clark opinion but at the same time to deal a crippling biow to a
metropolitan solution to construction ofsuch housing in subuiban area".
Returning to Stewart's opinion for the court:

''

. the lrrcal governmental units retain the right to comment on specific

ansi.s_

tance prop(xials, to reject certain pnrpmals that are inconsistent u,ith their approved
housing ansistance plan and to require that zoning ond other lond use restrittion, be
a.dhered to bv burTders. " ( italics supplied )
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STATE ZOMNG SOVEREIGNTY
To the uninitiated it would appear we have now established a new national
policy requiring HUD to recognize the reality of metropolitan area-wide

irousing markeG in carrying out the federal housing assistance plars, without
abridging local home nrle. In reality we are more likely to have a crary-qui.lt of
policy controlled by local actioru which will be inconsistent with
"ont.idiitory
any uniformity of federal policy. This is because the Burger court has empowered each state to go its own way in developing doctrine in this area of
Iand us€ control.
Thus in a state such as New York, which has an enabling act that permits the
villages of Belle Terre to be an "island unto themselves"' they could "zoneout'isuch a builder so long as it was not a resporse to the builder's propmal. In
other words, the court certainly doesn't permit "Black Jack" zoning (that is'
after the fact) but it has honored a plan for single-family detached housing
which excludes multi-family, commercial, industrial, and other uses necessary
for orderly met ropolitan growth.
In Illinois the courts have substantially restricted the "assumption of validity"
of the local goveming body's zoning action which was enunciated by the U.S.
Supreme Court in the 1926 case, Euclid u. Ambl.er Redry Co. The courts of
Illinois will seriously consider a challenge to pr€sent zoning (e.g. from singlefamily residential to multi-family) if the existing zoning results in a substantially lower land value than the propced classification. r0 llinois courts have
also been unsympathetic to large-lot zoning, a preoccupation of upper-middleclass suburbs.tt They have invalidatcd three-acre minimum zoning for single
family, nrting that it made development uneconomical and thus infeasible' In
another case'ihe lllinois courts invalidated zoning restrictions against multiple
dwellings where the regulatiors allowed for only single-family to two-family
use. They ruled in favor of the mu.lti-family use which would allow for more
housing at more varied prices to a wider segment of the market. ''l

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS: "A VILLAGE BEAUTIFI'IL" BEATS
POOR LEGAL TACTICS
It could be argued that Metropolitatt Housing Deuelopment Corporation u'
Village of Arligton Heightstr is a case of "bad facts make bad law," in that
MHDC did noi succeed in requiring Arlin$on Heights to change a singlefamily classification to multi-family in spite of the fact that it appears, on its
face, io go against the line of Illinois cases cited and had "the incidental effect
of discrimination. " A review of the facts in the cas€ shows that Arlinglon
Heights had already zoned 60 tracts for the R-5 multi-family use sought and
somt of it was available to the plaintiffs. As Judge McMillen stated, "the
weight of the evidence proves that the Village of Arlington Heights was
motivated by a legitimate deire to protect property values and the integrity
of the village's zoning plan." The "home-rule" prerogatives seem to have prevailed, but since we know that Illinois courts do support highest and b€st us€
economic analysis which could show the local community has improperly
JT]
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zoned the land below its value, it should not be a matt€r of geat concern. It
appears more likely that the federal court was the wrong fomm for getting at

the question of rezoning the land to multi-family which, after all, is the result
sought. Thus, we see that a major state, Illinois has gone a different way than
New York and its "home-mle" protection of the "village beautifrrl with ample
lots, blessings of family values, etc."

It

appears reasonable to say that though the court seems to have given hope to
metropolitan planning 'tt Gu.r.treuu, their reluctance to vitiate "home-rule"
has done little to resolve the political conflict between those on the one hand
who wish to enable a metropolitan area to grow as one urban economy, and
on the other hand their advercaries, who feel that the rights and powers of the
many political enclaves which have balkanized our metrocities should prevail.
The Burger court's majority appean to be sleep-walking its way back to a
bygone year when the court simply avoided what it labeled "political questions" as not justiciable on the ground that the legislature was the proper
place to resolve such questions under our separation of powers system. Thus
for decades, in the early twentieth century, cases challenging the malapportionment of voting power (by the failur to re-district) were held nonjusticiable as late as 1946 by the U.S. Supreme Court.

The social injustice of the rural control of our state legislatures was having
deleterious effects on our cities because such legislatures had little interest in
urban problems. After 16 more years of inaction on the part of the states, a
new court headed by Warren took action. Baher u. Carrta ruled that apportionment-districting-elections restrictions were indeed justiciable on their
merits. The power had shifted; the advantages had gone to the suburban rings
and not to the "older inner city." Though probably unintentional, the fragmentation of the metropolitan areas was strengthened by Baher u. Carr. The
entry into the political thicket by the court has had its risks. ln any event, it
would be unwise to think that the Burger court's apparent r€tr€at from
"political questions" is an indication they are any less willing to experiment
with thet vast powers.

THE BURGER COURT EXPERIMENTS WITH
STATE'S RIGHTS AND MAJORITARIANISM
The Burger court is engaged in another social engineering experiment. They
retum power to the states and their local instmmentalities. An
underlying theme of this article is that in order to accomplish this "states
rights-majoritarian" objective the Burger court is placing new limits on
"equal protection before the law" and the "privileges and immunities of the
citizens. " They do so under the guise of limiting the court's legislative activity,
under the separation of powers concept, and under the cloak of "dual
supremacy" and their resulting deferral to states' rights.
are seeking to

It

seems the majority on the Supreme Court would prefer the bygone years
when less than a half-dozen zoning cases had reached the high court in our
first 175 years. The attitude seems to be that the states'courts should be able
to handle these problems. In order for this to be a reasonable pmsibility the
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state courts must feel free to apply the principles ofjudicial review to the legislative actions of municipalities enacting land use controls. Yet, since 1926 in
the most famous of zoning cases, Euclid u. AmbLer Realty Co.,'5 the U.S.
Supreme Court has held to the doctrine of "presumptive validity." Under this
rule of law, landowners, developers, Realtors, citizens, etc. were given the
'burden of proving that the ordinance was a violation of the police powers, so
the tendency smce Euclid. has been for courts to feel constrained to hold the
municipal zoning action a valid exercise of the state's police power under the
enabling act. It takes a courageous court to take the action of the Oregon
Supreme Court in the case of Fasuto u. Board of County Commissioners of
Woshington County.to This case involved a challenge to the approval by the
county commissioners of a zone change from single-family residential to
"planned residential" which would allow mobile home parks. Nationwide,
mobile homes now constitute 85fi of the new single-family housing units
seUing for less than $25,000. The Oregon Supreme Court rejected the "presumption of validity" and ruled that the zoning board (county commissioners) had acted in a judicial manner rather than in the performance of their
legislative firnction. The court established some important principles of
judicial review which have drawn national attention:
1) The power to zone is conditioned on the comprehersive plan; therefore, any
change in zoning must be shown to be in accord with the comprehensive plan.
In making such a showing, it must be proved that:
a) There is a public need for the change;
b) Such a need is served by changing the zone of the particular prop€rty in
question rather tharl other available property.
2) The burden of proof is on the party seeking the change, since it involves an
exercise ofjudicial authority. The greater the change the more clearly it must be
shown that it Ls in accordance with the comprehensive plan, that there is such a
need for change, and that such need will best be met by the change.

Thus the court sought to extend the greater due process safeguards accorded
to judicial proceedings, in spite of the fact it could result in delaying developments and would increase development costs through front-end litigation
cmts and imputed interest costs resulting from the delay. It is interesting to
note that the court said,
''. having weighed the dangers of making desirable changes more difficult
against the dangers of the almct irresistible pressures that can be asserted by
private economic interests on Iocal govemment, we believe that the latter dangen
are to be more feared."

Our nation's experience with the uses and abuses of the local use of the police
power over the past one hundred years does suggest that we should proceed
with caution and hesitate to give favorable judgment to acts of our local
govemments.

YICK WO AND THE LOCAL FOLKS

ln

1886 some Chinese laundrymen revealed to us that the "local folks" do
work in ingenious ways their discrimination to p€rform. ln the famous case of
Ybk Wo u. Hopkitts,t1 a statute provrded that laundries in wooden buildings
40
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(as distinguished from brick or stone) could not be carried on without a
license. The classification itself appeared impartial and reasonable, but in
applicatian the licensing authority consistently refused licenses to Chinese
applicants while granting licenses to non-Chinese applicants. Such an application of the statute (in the court's words), ". . with an evil eye and unequal
hand . . ." was held violative of the equal protection clause of our 14th
Amendment. Note, however, the repetition of the difficulty of facing high
economic costs of litigation. "A discriminatory purpce on the part of the
building inspectors will nof be presumed. The party challenging the application (or administration ) must plead and prove clear and intentional discrimination. "

It

is pmsible that we have "old wine in new bottles." Urban officials who are
pressing for urban growth management plans such as Petaluma, Ramapo,
and Boulder may have discovered an apparently new way to exclude certain
classes of persons who would be unwelcome in the area according to the lighLs
of thce who have the "gatekeeper function." It appears certain we will face
tests of these new "growth management plans" which are corstitutional, on
their face, but are possibly l*ng admini^stered in a discriminatory manner.

LOCAL RULES CAUSE
UNCERTAINTY AND
DEVELOPMENT RISK

It should be obvious that we appear to be heading into a period where much
uncertainty is being added to the already risky business ofurban land development. Current conditions in the housing and land development industry are
such that some see a depressed industry for many years. However, it would be
a mistake to assume that real estate development will retum to iLs former
preeminence when and if its problems are solved. Recent developmenls in
various widely separated urban areas such a-s Flamapo, Petaluma, and Boulder
have had the cumulative effect of extending the lead time for a relatively
simple, conventionally financed project from a few months to two or more
years, with a commensurate increase in holding cmts and in financial exposure during the planning period. The vesting of the zoning power in even the
sma.llest municipality has resulted in widespread "shopping" by land developeru. Now the adherenls to the no-growth phiksophy have upped the ante, and
in some cases simply withdrawn their land from the bidding prcress, thus
placing greater pressure on other land within their metropolitan areas. They
do so through the use of highly sophisticated talents to maneuver and resist
the normal pattems of growth of the metropolitan area of which they are
part and parcel.
Though developem have been aggressive in attempting to satisfy market needs
in communities reluctant to cooperate, the growing sophistication of these
communities in using legal strategems to erect legal barriers tr.r growth may
stultify growth in metropolitan areas where it Ls most needed (thrne smaller
than, say, Philadelphia). The skill with which these communities may be
thwarting the normal migration pattems of a growing metropolitan area are
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perhaps best characterized by the developer's experience n Nationol Land
ond, Irwestment Co. u. Koln.ta ln that case the highest court of Pennsylvania
struck down a four-acre minimum lot requirement in an undeveloped area as
an invalid zoning without reasonable relation to the general welfare. Yet,
when the developer retumed to Easttown (the city with four-acre restriction) to offer a plan for development, he was informed that the new minimum
was iJ.9 acres and the community was ready to litigate again. Planning for the
front-end costs of such vexatious litigation and adding the holding c<xLs of the
vacant land pending the end ofsuch litigation is not economically feasible. Yet,
these developers are not simply profit-motivated, they are trying to fulfrll an
actual need as our population grows in our standand metropolitan statlstica.l
areas (SMSAs).

Iloulder, C,olorado-City of the Future?
This city is famous for ils repeated attempls to enact an ordinance which
would prohibit population growth. As a proponent of the "no growth is good"
philmophy it continues to f'rnd ways to inhibit growth through the use of the
judicial, legislative, and adminlstrative process. A case in point's Lau,rente B.
Robbt-son, et al. u. City of Boulder.te In June 1965 the city promulgated a
"Program for Boulder's Planned Development" which directed the administrators of the city to use the city's water and sewer services to provide for
orderly development of the city's fringe area. The city does not have the
present capacity to serve all of the "service area" within its area of franchise.
The city had the right to provide the water and s€wage service to the land
owned by Robinson, a developer. Robinson made application to the city requesting that the city extend water and sewage service, but Robinson
was denied it. The request of Robinson was denied because the land development propmal was deemed to be not in compliance with Boulder's lnterim
GroMh Policy. Development of Robiruon's land was not planned, by public
administrators, until the year 1990. Unfortunately, Boulder's Interim Growth
Policy was not a model of free and open disclosure. In the words of the City of
Boulder Growth Study Commission, November 1973:
"The city of Iloulder's current growth and development policies seem to be s(altered in several places: part in the Roulder Vallel- comprehensive plan, part in plrurning procedures ard reg'ulat ion-s. part in ttrdirances. and part in the minds rtl L ariot;", citJ snd countt offk'iaLs. The effects ofthe combined policies and other forces at
work are exclusionary, despite the citJ-'s willingness to assume its allocated share of
the f)enver region's krl,r'income housing. A court te.'it of the policie'^i could easill' rest
on their exclusionary ellecls, rather than their unexpressed intent, houever en'
lightened from a planning vieupoint."
The court held that in an area of established service (the neighborhrxd Gun
Barrel Hill ) the city has a duty to serve all persons within the area.

Thus Robinson, a deueloper who apparently could afford the costs of litigation, was able to obtain social justice in the face of Boulder's abu^se of their
utility franchls€ powers. The court took up some constitutional is-sues which
aren't discussed here. It also found that the city's denial of service, until after
12
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the year 1990, constitutes an unreasonable restriction on the use of the subject
property and violates the due process clauses of the United States and Colorado Constitutioru.
It is important to this article to emphasize that the nature of our adversary

legal system is such that though Robinson got his permit approved it is
watcr and sewage system
are other applicants
-because to the Boulder
in spite of the clearly stated opinion of the
*ho -"y be"t"denied. This is
couft, dodder has the power to force each specific case to litigate t9 eslqblish their individuat rights. This is the main thrust of the Yitk Wo u. Hopkits
case, mentioned previously. It is unconstitutional to administer regulations in
such a way as to ignore the n:le of law. Yet our adversa4l system of justice
requires the aggrieved to have the wherewithal to pay the price of access to
the courts. The system is in need of innovation.

p*"iUtl tt

City of Petaluma, California-Planning the Future?
The city of Petaluma's growth control policy sets forth certain fundamental
policies among which are that the city adopt the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Petaluma Environmental Desiga PIan
Residentia.l Development Eva.luation system
Petaluma Housing Element
Official Statement of Development Policy

is not pmsible within the space limitations of this article to provide sufficient detail of this elaborate plan. Without unduly speculating on the powers
of discretion it should be clear that the pesibility that the Petaluma plan's
administration may be functioning as a gatekeeper for excluding "inharmonious" neighbors while welcoming with open arms fast-food operations and
inharmonious industry, causes one to question whether there is a proper
motive behind the limitation on rcsidential use. Over time, communities such
as Petaluma will probably build the record for another Ylc& Wo case by their
haphazard management'of the indtrstrial and commercial sector, or by repeated denial of welfare motivated builders who want to constmct low or low
moderate-income hotrsin g.

It

The Town of Ramapo, New York-Legerdermain Replaces Candor
The mmt sophisticated controlled gror*th technique that has emerg{! is
sequential development controls or development timing (SDCDT). This
sysiem adds the dimension of time to the spatial controls associated with
zoning.

Some critics of this carefirlly drafted ordinance have contended it is fiscal
zoning dressed in environmental clothing. Certainly, it is a masterpiece of
lorensic land planning-

The key element is that the point system created by the ordinance devolves
upon the administrator's ministerial fi:nctions which could be an unconstituti-onal delegation of authority. It appears that they may have the power to
Coopr: Metropolitan Grouth
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actually decide land use over time. Further, the entire plan is hinged on an 1&
year capital improvements program. What is to prevent a slowdown or stoppage in the capital improvements program during this 18 years, or the
switching around of the priority of capital improvements in ways that adversely affect certain developers while benefiting others? What is to prevent
the creation and use of a capital improvements program which is so vague and
general in its description as to make it possible for the administrators to do
whatever they wish to do without public disclcure?
As a person who drafted capital improvements programs for a six-year period,
aware of the capricious and political way we switched priorities from year to
year to meet the wishes of changing elected officials, I am suspicious of the

"realism" of this "scientffic" sequential development control system. per-

haps the words of the Court of Appeals of New York have a prophjtic tone, for
I feel the American process ofjudicial review in regard to these sophisticated

growth management plans is not completed. The Court of Appeals of New
York said, in its Town of Ramapo decision:20

". . What we *'ill not countenance, then, under any guise is community efforts at
immunization or exclusion . . while even the best irf plars may not always be
red.ized, in the absenre of prool to the contrary we must assume the Town will put
its best effort forward h implementing the plysical and flscal timetable outlined

under the plans.

Obviously, if they are no, putting thet best efforts forward then towns like
Ramapo, Petaluma, and Boulder will find the administration of their managed growth plans won't wash clean in the YlcA Wo laundry.

The problem is that this is not 1886; as Alvin Toffler has so eloquently set
forth in his trcatise, Future Shoc&, the pace of change is much faster today
and it implodes upon us. It is quite possible that our modem electronic media,
which spread the news so fast, will also sharpen the impatience of our lower
and lower-middle classes. A not too fanciful flight of imagination causes this
writer to see a scenario which could shake my fum beliefs in the ideals of our
democratic representative republic. This scenario arises out of another trend
of the Burger court which has some disquieting possibilities.

REFERENDUMS-THE THREAT OF RAMPANT PLURALISM?
The focus of our attention is the increased interest which the Burger court
has shown in the popular referendum. Burger and his fellow "majoritarians',
seem to believe in the benefits of direct govemance far more than did our
founding fathers. James Madison, one of the authors of the U.S. Constitution, wamed against the devastating effect, especially in democracies, of
inflaming mankind with mutual and ruinous animosity over matters of
religious beliefs, political and civil rights, and political philosophy.rr Because
of this natural political readiness to love and to hate, Midison sought to mute
and moderate these age-old kinds of political behavior by setting up a representative democratic republic in which coalitions of a .,multiplicity of interests" would vie with each other to form the dl,namic majority. Thus the
14
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United States founded a novel system on the basis of a tranquil, modem
politics of interest groups as distinct from a politics of class stmggle. It is a
grand plan which has worked surprisingly well. The durability of the American experiment during this century of ideological despotisms, wa:s, and
demagogic leaders, is a testament to Madison's prudence. It is suggest€d that
the Burger court is tampering with this foundation in their approach to the
referendum.
Referendum in San Jose-James v, Valtierra22

In the early

1970s citizens of San Jme, Califomia, and San Mateo County,
where
housing authorities could nof apply for federal funds to prolocalities
vide low-rent hou,sing, poverty citizens sought to test the constitutionality of
a public referendum which had defeated the intcntions of elected and appointed officials to apply for such aid to house urban "poor housing deficit
families. "
Since 1950, Califomia has had a constitutional amendment (Article XXXIV)
which requires a mandatory referendum for oll low-income public housing
projects. The article provides that no low-income housing project should be
developed, corlstructed, or acquired in any manner by a state public body until
the project is approved by a majority of those voting at the specific community's election. The citizen plaintiffs argued that the mandatory nature of the
Article XXXIV re[erendum constituted unconstitutional discrimination
because it hampers persons such as the plaintiffs who were eligible and desiring (needing?) public housing from achieving their objective, while no such
roadblock faces other groups seeking to influence other public decisiors to
their advantage.
The majority of the court found the Califomia Article XXXIV mandatory
referendum constitutional. The article requires referendum approval for any
low-rent public housing project, not only for the projects which will be occupied by a racia.l minority. According to the court, the record here would not
support any claim that a lau seemingly ruutral on its fa.e is in fact aimed at a
racial minorit_"-.
Marshall in strongly worded dissent found that the mandatory referendum
applied solely to people of low income, for XXXIV rtads:
''. . any development comp<sed ot urban or mral dwellings' apartments or other
living accommodation-s /or pemorn of lou income, lmanced in whole or in part by
the federal govemment . . "
Persors of low income are defined as:

". penons or lamilies who lack the amount of income which is necessary . . to
enable the penion. without linancial assi-stance, to live in decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings, without overcrowding."
Article XXXIV of the Califomia Constitution explicitly singles out lowincome persons to bear its risk of losing the vote. Publbly ossisted housing
deoelopments to accommodate the aged, ueterons, state employees, persons
of moderate ircome, or atry oth.er cLass of citberx othzr than thc poor, ned,
nof be approved by referendum.
Coopr
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In a previous decision, Douglas u. Colifomia,23 the court had stated, "The
stat€s, of course, are prohibited by the Equal Protection Clause from discriminating between 'rich' and 'poor' os such in the formulation and application of their laws. ""

It Ls obvious that Marsha.ll's dirsent made clear that the court chose to subject Article XXXIV to no scrutiny whatsoever. Rather than overrule or explicitly limit the c&ses of the earlier court, which Manhall calls to our attention, the Burger court chcse to avoid arousing the communication media by
ignoring thls tacit but major change in direction of our nation.

Thus the Califomia suburbs may, if they wish, vote to exclude the domestics,
sanitary workers, street sweep€rs, busboys, dishwashers, and other working
poor that are essential to the efficient working of a metropolitan area.

Another Case for Majoritarianism:
The Eastlake Referendum-Zoning Changes by the People
The Burger court has recently extended its adventure into what it sees as
"popular democracy." In the City ol Eastlake u. Forest City Enterpris*
( 1976)'z5 Chief Justice Burger delivered the 6-3 majority opinion. He was
joined by Stewart, White, Rehnquist, Blackmun, and Marshatl.
In this case the plaintiff acquired an eight-acre parcel of real estate in Eastlake zoned "light industrial" at the time of purchase. Meanwhile, the Eastlake city charter was amended to provide that any changes in land use agreed
to by city council required a 55( i approval by referendum.
Forest City Enterprises then picked up the burden of litigation cmLs and
sought a judgment declaring the city charter provision an invalid and unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to the people. Wh e auaiting
adjuditation of the question, Eastlake citizens voted to reject the propmed
zoning change. The lower courts sustained the city charter provision. The
expenses of litigation mounted as Forest City sought the opinion of the Ohio
Supreme Court. Ohio's highest court ruled that the enactment of zoning and
rezoning provisions i.s a legislative function (*e contra the Fasano rule!) and
that a popular referendum lacks standards to guide the voters thu^s permitting
the polbe pouer to be exercised, in a standardless, arbitrary, and capritious
manner. ln rendering the opinion the Ohio court relied on Seattle Tnt^st L'.
Roberge.')i ^Ilte Burger court distinguished this case. In effect, a neightxrrhord
has no reserved power to make legislative decisions but the people can, and in
Ohio have, reserued to themselves the power to deal directly with matters
which might otherwise be assigrred to the legislature. The Burger court then
lapsed into sonority, which the dissent felt obfuscated the primary issue:
'"I'he resen'ation of such powcr i.s the basis for the toll'n meeting, a tradition which
continues to thi-s dal in some states as both a practical and symtxrlic piut ol our
dem(xratic pr(xesses. 'l'he referendum, similarly, i-s a mears firr direct political
participation, allowing the people the final decision, amounting to a veto IX)wer
over enactmenl.s ()l representative brdies. The practice
voi(e on questi(,ns ofpublic policl-."'

46
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It

should not surprise the reader that Burger then cited James u. Valtbrrq
the San Jme public housing referendum case. On the above basis the court
held that the 14th Amendment had not been violated and overruled the Ohio
Supreme Court.

Justice Stevens, joined by Brennan in dissent, supported the Frsano view that
rezoning Ls an exerci^se ofjudicia.l authority and its propriety Ls subject to an altogether different test than the legislative act (see the Fasano discussion supra). Thus the majority of the Burger court has failed to hold that
the rezoning decision is quasijudicial in nature. They have totally ignored the
rulings of a number of states. Due prrress procedures of judicial review are
constitutional safeguard,s of our individual right^s. The city of Eastlake
avoided them by thls "reservation of grwer to the people" according to the
Burger majority.

In this modem world of rapid technological change we need the safe-guards
against "majority rule" which Madison and our other founding fathers built
into our representative republic. The actions of elected legislators and judges
are subject to public review and scmtiny which guards against ignorance, fear,
and prejudice. In the pa-st, zoning laws made ta.llow-rendering planls and junk
1-ards "prohibited uses" because of their potential to creat a nuisance. Modem
technology, site design, and landscaping have made these essential urbar uses
tolerable to the point they can now be regulated rather than prohibited.

Today, genetic engineering presents us with the prnsibility of great benefils
and threaters us with fearful catastrophe through the pmsibility of escape of
redesigned bacteria which could be lethal. Cambridge, Massachusetts, demonstrated that an elected city council can deal with the very real problem of
permitting a regulated genetic engineering laboratory in one local community.
The Burger court's dabbling in land use referendums has made it pmsible for
"the people" to prohibit uses such as genetic engineering ( tallow-rendering
plants and junk yards ) in any lrral community with the sort of broad powers
which exist in some of our states' enabling acts.
The next comment is a suggestion which arises out of intuitive r€action to the
developing trend indicated by Voltbrra and Eastloke. These cases have caused
me to fear the ghet of Eeilrnon u. Mulhey,z1 a popular referendum case which
the Warren court laid to rest in 1967.

Reitman's "Private" Right to Racial Discrimination

ln Reitman, Justice White wrote the opinion for a 5-4 majority consisting of
himsell Fortas, Brennan, and Warren, with Douglas concurring. The dissent
was written by Harlan, with the concurrence of Black, Clark, and Stewart.
This case concerned the question of whether or not Article I-26 of the Cali
fomia Constitution (commonly known a-s Proprnition l4), an initiative
amendment, was a denial of "equal protection before the laws" within the
14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. This peoples' referendum, if constitutional, would have effectively repealed acts of the Califomia legislature
designed to prohibit discrimination in housing. As the Califomia Supreme
Court stated when it n-rled Propmition 14 unconstitutional:
C
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". . its immediate design and intent was to overtum state Iaws that bore on the
right of private sellers and lessoni to discriminate (the Unruh and Rumford Acts)
and 'to forestall future state action that might circumscribe this right. . It
would establish a purpoted constitutional right to privately discriminate on
grounds which admittedly would be unavailable under the l4th Amendment should
state action be involved."'
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Califomia high court on the following
reasoning:

"Section 26 (Propcition 14) was said to have changed the situation from one h
which discriminat ion was restricted 'to rtne wherein it is cncouraged rl ithin the
meaning of cited decisions. In effect the new constituttrnal amendment was legls'
lative action (albeit by the people) which authorized private discrimination' and
made the state'at lesst a partner in the instant act of dlscriminat i,,n . ."'

The main reason for resurrecting this case is the dissent in which Justice
Stewart concurred. The dissenting opinion said,

"(We) are . . at a kxis to understand how this . . change in Califomia's ('on'
stitution can be a violation of the 14th Amendment; thus rendering void a (private
person's) refirsal to r€nt to the (black plaintiffs) because of their race. The Equal
Protection Clause which forbids the State to use ius authoritl'to foster discrimination based on such factors as race (citations omitted ) do€s n()t undertake to control
purel-,- penonal prejudices and predilections, and individuals acting on their own
are left free to discriminate on racial grounds if they are so m inded.

".

. The denial of equal proection emerges only from the conclusion reached by
the Court that the implementation of a new policy of gouernmental nputrolit\'
embodied in the new constitutional provi-sion, and replacing a former policy of anti'
discrimination, has the effect of lending eru:ouroEement to thGe who wish to discriminate.

". . When legislation in thls field (discrim inat ion ) is unsuccerisful there should
be wide opportunities for legislative amendment. as uell as lrr chanqe throuqh surh
proce.sse.s as the popular initiati:e and referendum. This decLsion. ( we ) fear. inhibiLs
flexibility. " ( italics supplied

)

Keeping in mind that the Burger court upheld the popular referendum in the
Valtierra c8s€, in part becar.rse the lau u,as seemingly nzutral on its face, we
can se€ that, the compcition of the court having changed, there is broader
support today for the views which were expressd by Stewart and Harlan in
dissent.

It

that if

a state such as Califomia were to paqs a conamendment today by popular referendum, such as Propmition 14,

appears quite pmsible

stitutional
repealing all the antidiscrimination statutes relating to housing' the Burger
court would fmd the legislative action of the people simply a retreat to neutrality.
This pmition is given even more credibility when one is aware that in 1971
the case of PaJrn er u. Thompson2E declared that the court of Nixon appointees
fonnd there wE no offbial encouragement of discrimination through the legislative act of clming the public swimming pools in a Mississippi town; and that
,a
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inasmuch as both black and white citizens were deprived of use of the pools
there was no unla*fi:l discrimination. Justices White, Brennan, and Marshall
dissented, arguing that this was stat€ action which pena.lized Negroes for asserting their rights.

HUMAN RIGHTS-THE NEED
FOR STATESMANSHIP
It Ls hoped the day never comes that we go full circle on Reitman

u. Mulkey.
This nation has leamed much since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968
and the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. Both.,Ionzs u. Moyer and the 1968
act have had elevating influence on the Codes of Ethics of the various Realtor
organizatiors.

It

is public knowledge that Realtors were one of the prime moving forcei
ind the passage of Propcition 14 in Califomia. Certainly, the language of
the amendment is seductive in its appeal to the ancient concept of the fee
simple absolute and the right of a man to do as he wants with his prop€rty.
But, in a day of rising Black Africa, at a time when a developing third world is
in a pmition to do us gr€at harm (OPEC, Jamaica bauxite, etc.), when serious
racial strife is rending South Africa apart, and when the Helsinki Accord on
Basic Human Righls is used by U.S.A. in diplomacy, I am confident that
Realtors would see the great public service involved in lending oppmition to a
revival of the "right to privat€ discrimination. " Otherwise, we as a nation
would not really stand for human rights in the world's eye.
beh

NEW JERSEY POINTS THE RIGHT WAY
Though this writer has made it obviou-s that he feels we are ill-advised

to leave
land use regulations in the hands of the U.S. Supreme Court, I still have hope
that we will straighten out the confixion caused by the court in recent years.

I

believe New Jersey is leading the way with it^s opinions which are called, for
convenience, the Mt. Lutrel Cases. Unfortunately, to date they apply only to
the state of New Jersey.2e

In a lengthy opinion both expanding and modi$ing iLs Mt. Laurel rule the
New Jersey Supreme Court in January 1977 ruled that another "developing
municipality's" zoning ordinance was invalid becau-se it was exclusionary. Tne
court remanded the case to the trial court with directions that the court
should demarcate specific boundaries of a pertinent region (the housing market), and fix a specific number of low and lower-moderate income housing
units as the "fair share" of the regiona.l housing needs to be made pesible by
ordering a change in the "developing municipality's" ordinance.

The court adopted a standard of "least cmt" unsubsidized housing, zoning for
which would be necessary in these "developing municipalities. " These municipalities must encourage the production of multi-bedroom units on small lols.
The court specified revisions of these various ordinances in the developing
communities: 1) all<rate substantial areas for single-family dwellings on
very small lots; 2) substantially enlarge areas availablb for multi-family
dwellings; 3) substantially enlarge medium-size lots; 4) reduce the area
C<mper'. M et ropolit an
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occupied by large lots;5) modifo restdctions in PLJDS which generate cmts to
discourage the production of apartments with two or more bedrooms;
6) modify PIID regulations to eliminatc undue cmts; 7) modifu PUD regu.latiors to eliminate excessive road and utility ccts; 8) generally eliminate and
reduce undue cct-generating rcstrictions in thce zone allocatcd for "least
cet" housing. The court a.lso noted that thes€ "developing municipalities"
must provide a "cushion" in land reserved for "least cct" housing to assurr
results in terms of actual production. The wisdom of these regulations is more
apparent to Realtors than to lawyers.

This extraordinary opinion by the New Jersey Supreme Court demorstrates a
very sophisticated knowledge of housing economics, something that is not
common knowledge, as many REITs and banks can now att€st. The Mt.
Laurel Case opinion itself as written by Justice Hall should go down in history
as one of thce rare occasions when the law found a man who understood
economics.

"The record thoroughll substantiates the findin8s of the court that over the yeaF
Mount Laurel has acted affirmatively to control development and to attract a
selective type of frowth . . There cannot b€ the slightest doubt that the
reason for thi^s course of conduct has been to keep down lrcal taxes on propertJ
(Mount Laurel Ls not a high tax municipality) and that the policy was carried out
without regard for non-fiscal corsideration-s with respect to people, either within
or without it^s boundaries. . Large families who cannot afford to buy large
houses and must live in cheaper rental accommodations are defirnitely not
wanted so we find drastic b€droom restrictions for. or complete prohibition of,
multi-family or other feasible housing for thme of lesser income.
"This pattem ol land use regrrlation has been adopted lbr the same purpce in developing municipality after developing municipality. One hcongn:ous result is the
picture of developing municipalities rendering it imprssible for lower paid employees of industries the-,- have eagerly sought and welcomed with open arms (and,
in Mount Laurel's case. even some of its own lower paid municipal employees) to
live in the community where they work.

''(lore cities were originally the location of m6t commerce and industry. Many of
those l'acilities fumished employment for the unskilled and semi-skilled. These employees lived relatively near their work, so sections of cities a.lways have housed the
majority of people of Iow and moderate income. genera.lly in old and deteriorating
housing.

''The situation has become exactlt the opposite since the end of World War [.
Much industry and retail business, and even the prolessions, have left the city;
Camden is a typical example. The testimonial and d<rumentarl, evidence in thls
c&se as to what has happened to that city is deprmsing indeed. For various
reasons, it lqt thousands of jobs between 1950 and 1970, including more than
ha.lf of iLs manufacturing jobs (a reduction from 43,26? to 20.6?1, while all jobs in
the entire area labor market increased from 94,50? to 197,037). A large segment of
retail business faded away with the erection of large suburban shopping centen.
The economicalll better situated city residents helped hll up the mile of
sprawling new housing developments, not fully served by public trarsit. In a
scrietl'which came to depend more and more on expen^sive individua.l motor
vehicles, transportation for all purpmes, low-income employees very frequently
could not afford to reach outlying places of suitable employment and they
50
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certainly could not afford the permissible housing near such locations. This
category of city dwellers desperately needs much better housing and living
conditions than i-s available to them now, both in a rehabilitated city and in
outlying municipalities. They male up, along with the other classes of persoru
earlier mentioned who also cannot afford the only generally permitted housing in
the developing municipalitis, the acknowledged gr€at demand for low and
moderate-income housing.

"The legal question before us, as earlier indicated, is whether a developing municipality lile Mount Laurel may validly, by a system of land use regulation, make it
physically and economically impmsible to provide low and moderate-income housing in the municipality for the various categories of persons who need and want it
and thereby, &s Mount Laurel has, exclude such people from living within its confires because of the limited extent of their income ard resources. Necessarily implicated are the broader questions of the right ofsuch municipalities to limit the kinds
of avai.lable housing and of any obligation to make p<xisible a variety and choice of
type.s of living accommodations.
"We conclude that every such municipalitl- must, by its land use regulations, presumptively make rra.listicalll 1xnsible an appropriate varietl'and choice ofhousing.
More specificallv, presumptively, it cannot foreclme the opportunity of the clas.ses
of people mentioned for low and moderate-income housing and in its rcgulations
must affirmatively afford that opportunity at least to the extent of the municipalitl"s fair share ()f the present and prospective regiona.l need therefor. These obligati()rls must be met unless the particular municipalitj- can sustain the hean- burden of demonstrating peculiar circumstances which dictate that it should not be
required so to do.

"We reach thLs conclusion under state law and so do not
federal constitutional grounds urged by plaintiffs."

fild it necessary

to consider

His able statement of the growth of our urban problems after World War II
and the salient rea-sons why the Mt. Laurels of America must be called to task
is actually a call to action for the entire country.

l*aders of the real estate industry could do a great service for the country by
seeking the nationa.l adoption of legislation which would carry the obligatiors

of the developing municipality to every metropolitan ar€a in our

severa.l

states. This could be attempted at the federal level through congressional land
Use policy acLs such as the Air and Water Quality Control Acts under the commerce power or by way of pressing for the adoption of a prop€rly drafted uniform state law such as was done with the Uniform Commercia.l Code. As a
r€a.l estate professor, trained in the law, my fural word is "don't leave it to the
lawyers;" few of them understand urban economics and the economics of land
tne and development as well as real estate professionals. The problems of how
land "ought" to be used in an open seiety will never end; theyshouldn't becatlse the conllicls are a necessary product ofour diverse personalities. But we
must remember that zoning Ls for orderly land use, not for denying the future.
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L imits o fDe mocratic Partici patron
in Property Management
ut\ William D. Sally

Some degree of participation by residents in the management of multi-family
housing is now a fact of life. Such participation is mmt evident in the community associatiorn which govern condominiums and similar multi-owner
prop€rties, but it is also found in many residential rental properties.

How far should resident participation extend? In community associations,
shou.ld residents be involved in every decision or at least consulted before the

goveming board of directors acts? And in rental housing should the owner,
developer, or managing agent seek tenant consensus before enacting policies?

Just as a pure democracy has its practical limitatiors, so does resident participation in housing management. Too much is time-consuming, cmtly, and
often leads to standoffs and hard feelings. It amounts to an abrogation of an
owner's rights to his property.
This discussion will consider the limits of resident participation-fust in the
rental housing.

case of condominium property, then for

CONDOMIMUM HOUSING
Promoted as a carefree way of living, condominiums are also marketed to the
public as a democratic community way of life. Owners automatically belong
to the community esociation which operates the property. The number of
associatiors has grown phenomenally, from 500 in 1962 to some 22,000 in
1977.

To acquaint thes€ groups with their role, scores of booklets and manuals have
been published. Two of the mGt recent and comprehensive, issued by the
Urban Land Institute (ULI) and the Community Associations Institute,
Washinpon, D.C., are Creating a Community Association: The Deoeloper's
Rob in Condominium Homeowncrs Associatbns ( 1976) and Fittarrcial Mutogement of Condominiums atd Homeowrurs Assoclotjons ( 1975).

Willisltr D. Sall}. CPM, b vice presidenl and Seneral msnager i,f rhe
property managemen! divBion of Baird & Warner. lnc., Chicago. and a
trust€e of Bdird & Wamer Raalty and Mongage Investors, a RtllT. A
licens€d real €state snd insurance broker, Sally is pasr cheirman of th€
Pmperty Management Council of the Chicago R€al Estat€ Board, charter
member of the Management Advisory Council of the Nationsl Housing
PainerBhip6, Wsshin8ton, D.C., and president of the Community As,
s@iations

lBtitute, Woshinglon, D.C.
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C-ommunity Association Role
The task of goveming the condominium or community association is given to
the board of directors, whme action or inaction determines the scope and
character of resident participation. The legal powers of these bodies are by
now well established; the mct recent discussion of their powers can be found
in volume six of Reol Estate Trdnsactions, written by Patrick J. Rohan, professor of law at St. John's University Law School' and published in 19?7 by
Matthew Bender & Co., A.lbany, New York.
In 1973, many community ass(riation^s were not fulfrlling their functions satisfactorily, according to ; UU report entitled Townhottses and Condomini'
ums: Residents' Likes and Dislikes. Surveying 49 projects in the Washinpon,
D.C., area and Califomia ULI found that only 39'i of residents rated the
organization and operation of thek condominium or homeowners association
as-:'good"; a "fair" rating was given by 42ci, and 19'i called them "prnr."
Among the conclusions reached by ULI was that "there is great dissatisfaction
with the way associations are run and their lack of accomplishment. In fact,
some residents are so dissatisfied they move out to get away."

Limits to Resident Participation
Personal observation and the comments of colleagues lead this writer to conclude that community associations are often lacking in performance because
they tend to overinvolve residents in decision-making.
As a result of promotional campaigns extolling condominium and assnciation
living as a democratic way of life, many condominium owners believe they will
be involved in all condominium decisiors, a notion that many associations do
not discourage. Owners expecting to be consulted may be upset or irate if they
are not. They may bridle at unpopular decisions, and become gadflies and
obstructionisLs.
Although mc,t boards are empowered to act without consulting residents at
large, many board members feel that the concept of the community associations requires resident participation. But too much participation can lead to
the board's aMication of its responsibilities.
In the practical sense, resident participation is limited by two factors. First,
the majority of condominium owners are cont€nt to live privately and "let
George do it." .{s long as they are pleased with their own unit, discover no
upsetting problems affecting the common areas, such as poor maintenance or
lax enforcement of rules, and enjoy reasonable assessments, they ale seldom
heard from. Among those who are unhappy with the state of affairs, some
may prefer to sell and move, rather than attempt to affect changes.
Second, the declaration and bylaws are usually quite practical in establishing
the board's declsion-making procedures as well as resident voting. M<xt dec-

laration drafters are well aware of the perils of 100(i democracy, and their
documents usually leave matt€rs to the will of the majority, typically 5f i.
Declarations and bylaws may be amended, but we know ofnone that require a
unzrnimous vote trefore action can be taken.
;-l.l
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Given these several and oftcn oppaing forces-the board's legal responsibilities, the desire to involve rcsidents, 8nd the practical limitations of widespread participation-what can the board do to act responsibly without tuming every board gathering into a town meeting?

Communications
Communications comprise the first step-meetings, special notice, and
newslett€rs to inform owners of the association's activities. Lack of communication breeds misinformation and mmors. Board members must realize
that their business is the association's business, which every member is entitled to lrnow. Boards that ignore thb principle may furd themselves confronted with dissident groups who can thwart the association's operations by
various means, including Iawsuits.
C-ommittees

Appointment of a reasonable number of appropriate committees----conceming, for example, maintenance, budget, architectural, and social concems-is
the next step. Residents should be named to these groups-which provide
good training grounds for future board members-on the basis of int rcst and
ability.
Two wamings are appropriate: 1) Committees should be primarily advisory.
The board cannot safely delegate its policy-making functions to committees of
residents. On the other hand, committee formation is meaningless and committee members are insulted if the board will not listen to and act on their
advice; 2) the number of committees should be kept to a practical minimum,
and not inflated simply to get more ownem into the act. For example, laundry
room, swimming pool, and playground committees are often r:seless groups;
their purpce is limited, and membership can lead to a sense of fnBtration.
Provinces of the Board
As the third step, the board must be firm in recognizing and acting on matt€E
which are clearly within its province, realizing that community consensus is
not always necessary. If the board wants a community vot€ on everything,
it should declare a pure democracy and go out of business.

The following are tasks which the board-as r€presentatives of the communi
ty----should handle by itself:

l)

Establish the budget.

2) Hire and fire operating and maintenance
managing agent

personnel (unless thls is done by the

).

l]) Select vendors, accourtants, and attomeys.
4) Pick the insurance carrier5 ) Determine the landscaping motif.
6) Arrange for decorating and fumishing of common
7 ) Arrsnge for building repairs.
8 ) Ca.ll in the exterminator.
9) Set rcftrse pick-up times.
Salll : Limits o/Democrati< Participotion
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10) Regulate parking.
11) Limit chi.ldren's use of elevators.
l2) Decide how h<xpitality rooms are to be reserved.
13) Make rules for bicycles and bugg parking.

14) Handle deliveries.
15) Regulate front door parking times.

The board should not vacillate in its rcsporsibilities. How effectively it acts
depends on its strength or wea-kness. A strong boad that functions responsibly can make a major contribution to the association. A weak board that
pGtpones action or acts indecisively is promoting owner disaffection.
C-onsensus Issues

The fourth and final step requ[es the board's alertness on issues requiring a
conseruius, or at least an expression of opinion by the owners at large. These
issues typically concem matt€rs affecting the pocketbook or behavior of the
owners in a significant way, and may, in fact, involve a change in factors which
led them to buy the condominium in the first place.
Examples of such issues are the following:

1l A chan1e in pet rules. This can be an exploriive irsue, considering the very strong
feelings harbored by pt'lovers and pet-haters a.like.
2) Unit maintenance. N<.rrmally community aqsociations do not care for the inside
of al owner's home, but some owneni are accustomed to this kind of sen'ice
and expect it in a condominium. Providing such amenities means an increa*e in
cost to everyone. Do the owners want it?
3\ Major chonges in seruice, such us security. When the property is marketed, the
budget may provide for only one shift ttf d<xrrman service' for instance, but the
developer may pay for the other two himself. Now that the asstrciation is rrn its
own, do the ownen wart to pay extra for 24-hour doorman sen'ice?
4) Su'itchinl the management. The directoni may consider do-it-yourself management rather than paying for a professional management compan). or vice
vena. Which do the ownes prefer?
5) Incuning a large debt to expond rr remodel a common el{'menl. Do the owners
want to b€ar the expense, for instance, ttf enlarging the swimming pottl or building another one?
lncrea^sing the rutmber of directors on the bosrd u! omending the detlarotin.
This mal be necessary if the pre.rent board Ls too small, with trxr few members
attending to form a quorum.
These are just some of the questions that a wise board will take to the owners.
Beyond such matters, the board will do well to act decisively and quickly in
carrying out its duties. To do otherwise is to neglect the well-being of the association and invite dissatisfied residents to form groups that will challenge
the board. The result can be wide-scale unhappiness with the s.ssociat ion way
oflife and a degradation ofproperty values.

6l

RENTAL HOUSING

In condominium, cooperative, and other tlpes of community association
housing, the concept of democratic participation in property management

ir6
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has some validity because the residents are owners. But in rental housing,
this is not the case. What rights do renters have to participate in management?

The traditional approach allows the owner of the prop€rty to do whatever he
with it. If the residents (tenants) don't Iike it, they can move out.

wishes

However, conditiorls have changed. Today if the tenants are dissatisfied, they
can form tenant rmions, organize r€nt strikes, sue the owner, and undertake
similar actions to prove that their views must be considered. In addition to
merely being "considered," some t€nants want to be actively iru.;oloed. T\ey
want to guide the landlord as he decides how to paint the halls, make bicycle
parking rules, and deal with late rent.

Tenants Rights Movement
These and other demands arc part of the tenants

righk movement which

began in the mid-1960s. In September 1969, the Urban Research Corporation
of Chicago issued a rrport of 89 tenant group activities in 50 cities. The paper
covered tenants in low-income and public housing, as well as thme in middle
and upper-income areas. Grievances ale summarized in the following table:
Nl

kldle and
lnc,,me

I p;rr
Poor maintenance
Rent
Lack oftenant control
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Low
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Housing
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Inadequate securitS
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According to an article in the Neu Yorh Times (December 6, 19?6), the middle class that was rising up angry in 1969 is still at it: "While tenant activism
and rent strikes were largely slum-area phenomena a decade ago, today they
are a conspicuous part of the city's middle-class life as well." In New York, the

mct militant t€nant organization-the Metropolitan Council on
Housing-regularly sponsors confenences on tenant activity.

largest and

Landlord-Tenant Code
One result of the wild-to-mild flurry of tenant activism has been an attempt
to formulate a landlord-tenant code. The American Bar Foundation developed a tentative model Residential Landlord-Tenant Code under the direction of professor Julian H. [.evi at the University of Chicago Law School.
Originally written in 1969 in an attempt to outline obligations of both parties,
the code has undergone several revisiors over the years and has yet to be
formally acted upon.
Role of Federal C'overnment
Perhaps the gTeatest impetus for tenant participation in management has
come from the federal govemment, which has made clear just how far it exSally: Limifs o/ /)emocratic Partrcipot
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pects owners to yield to tenants, at least as far as federally-assisted housing is
concerned. In its Suggestcd Housing Management Agreement, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)states:

"The Agent will establish and follow an employment policy which affords resident-s
of the Froject maximum opportunities for employment in the management and
." Later, the Agreement says: "The Agency will enoperation of the Project .

courage and assist rcsidents of the Project in forming and maintaining reprcsenta."
tive organizations to promote their common interests .

In other words, owners are obligated to organize the tenants and involve them
in the management of the project. Nothing could be plainer.

HUD has even published a small brochure titled " lIAy Ternnt Organbatinns-A Role for Residarts ol Rentol lloraur.g " (Septe mber 1972). Aimed at
self-help type roles, the brochure suggests that tenant organizatiors can help
control vandalism, aid in security problems, and "make HUD-assisted housing a better place to live." Many of the accomplishments cited fall into the
category of cooperative business ventur€s, and HUD concludes that these
tenant groups can make for bettrr communities.
Co-Op City Experience

But con t€nant organizatiors and trnant participation in management indeed
improve communities? More than likely, such participation will create more
problems than it solves.
For thce who see nothing mysterious about property management, and believe that any intelligent pe6on can master the trade, the experience of CoOp City, a 15,00O unit apartment complex in the North Bronx section of New
York City, may be instructive.
Technically, the development is a cooperative, but since tenants can only sell
their shares back to the corporation they have no effective equity interest. The
project is subsidized under New York State's Mitchell-Lama program, with
tenants paying below-market rents.
According Lo the Wa)l Street Journal (July 1, 19?7 ), when the housing autho
rity raised rcnts to cover a $12 million yearly deficit, the tenants went on
stiike. Aftcr l3 months, the stat€ negotiated a s€ttlement, through which the
tenants took over the project. They were given six months to end the deficit
by economizing while keeping rents at the old level.
The tenants couldn't do it. They stopped making debt service payments to the
mortgage holder, and the project is on the verge of a default crisis. The city's
answer is an $18 million appropriation to help out.
Whether or not this comes to pass, the point is that tenant management could
work no miracles. Perhaps in this case the problem was so great that nothing
but a completc restructuring of the development-including a rent raisewould do the trick. But when t€nants are oblivious to the facts of economic
life-including the necessity for a rent increase-their efforts are doomed.
58
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The unfortunate fact is that many tenanls believe that rent raises aren't
that tenant management can save the day. Co-Op City shows

necessary and
otherwise.

Tenant Limitations
What is it that makes tenant organizatiors unsuited for participation in management? Corxider fust the HLID requirement that tenants be hired to run
the property. HUD acknowledges that ability is important, but it requires the
manager to train r€sidents who are not otherwise qualified. This puLs an
added burden on the owner, and means that the other residents mav not be
getting the best pmsible service.
There are other rea-sons why tenant involvement in the operation of the property is not a good idea. Tenants who work in management, whether as clerks,
rental agents, or maintenance personnel, may pick up information that leads
to rumors detrimental to the property. They may feel that the development
is theirs and may, in effect, give the store away by doing favors to other residents. Firing them for incompetence may be a further problem. They may
have supporters who want them reinstated, or they may engage in sabotage as
way of retaliation. How do you deal with such a person-refixe to renew the
lease? That can lead to further trouble.

Hiring tenants to run the management end involves many of the same problems inherent in nepotism and conflict-of-inter€st situations. If the owner has
any choice, he will draw a distinct line between his employees and his tenants.
The HLID requirement for fmtering tenant organizations leads to other perils,
especially when such groups feel they must be consulted in the management
of the property. Tenant groups seldom know about the furancial condition of
a prop€rty, and make demands which are not related to reality. Even if the
tenants were expmed to the property's f-urancial data, chances are slim that
they have enough professional knowledge to understand them.

Taken together, the HUD requirements may lead the tenant organization to
insist that it determine how much security is provided, what the decorating
policy ought to be, when appliances mrxt be replaced, or how late-paying tenants should be dealt with. The owner Ls lming his rights to manage his property if he yields to such demands.
Erosion of Owner's Rights
The courts have supported the erosion ofthe landlord's private property rights
in favor of giving tenants mor€ of a say in management. Writing in fieol
Estate Reubw (Summer 19?1), Jerome G. R,me, associate professor of urban
planning at Livingston College, Rutgers University, pointed out that in 1970,
58'i of mortgage loans had federal participation, and that: "Where the federal
and state govemments place power, property, and privilege behind a landlord,
the relatiorship causes the landlord to lme much of his freedom of action as a
private individual and subjects private landlords to many restrictions of the
public landlord."
Sallv: l,imits o/ DemoLrat
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Rae cites the case of CoJon u. Tomkitu Square Neighbors ( 1968) involving an
urban renewal housing pro,ject with FIIA mortgage, tax exemptions, rent sup
plements, and HUD spomorship. The courts found that the extent of federal
involvement rendered the landlord responsible to the t€nants and required the
creation of a Iandlord-tenant relationship.
Rme concludes that the new legal decisions have the "potential capacity of
trarsforming the landlord-tenant relationship from a private agreement between private parties to a quasi-public relationship subject to the principles of
fair play incorporated in the United States Constitution."
It Ls very likely that such court decisions, along with administrative actions b5/
state and federal agencies, will continue to abet the trend toward more tenant
participation in property management-regadless of the inherent limitations
of such participation.

Forestall ing Quas i-Takeover
Therefore, it is in the owner's best interests to forestall the day of a tenant
quasi-takeover by acting quickly to avoid situatiors that lead to tenant discont€nt ard the formation of tenant organizations- Here are some sugg€stions:
I

) Give tenanls the
done, tenanLs

*ill

best prxsible service lbr what they pay. Generally,

if this

is

be content.

2) Hire prolessionals to manage the prop€rty and insist on ability

as the primary
requisite.
3) Keep rules and regulations rcasonable and explain them well in advance to tenanLs. Tenant education should begin with the lease application. ltt them know
in advance that they cannot paint their apartment any color they choce, have
pets (if this i-s a no-pets building ), play the stereo at all hours, or store a junk car
in the parking lot.
4) If it will enhance the life-style of the building, help form socia.l groups, such as
bowling leagues, hiking clubs, ski tours. This is a good way to demonstrate
personal intercst in the tenants.
5) Be wary of cutting back on sen'ice, which can cause tenant resentment. Find
other ways to raise the funds to provide services that tenants have been getting.
6 ) M(Et importantly, deal with tenants individually, not in groups. lf confronted
with a group, explain that each tenant signed the lease individually and any
problems will be discussed in the same manner.

CONCLUSION
Property management is a business, and must be run

No business can
employees before action is taken. Responsibility and authority for decision-making must be delegated. Some well-meaning property owners may feel that
democratic participation in management is in tune with the times and can
head off trouble, but experience shows that the r€sult is often stalemate, if not
outright anarchyas such.

mn itself properly if it must await word from a.ll of its customers and

While the rights and expectations of residents should be taken into account,
management must reserve the right to make the final decision.
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Lot'al Errvirortmtrrttrl Inr ltat't
Statenrents: Tht State rf t he Art
b' Robert W. Burchell and Dauid Listokin

BACKGROUND
The purpme of thi-s article is to summarize the nature of environmental impact statements (FlSs) at the local or municipal level. It describes legal and
growth climate within which the EIS has emerged, participants to the EIS
process, style (form and content) of the impact statement, local filing procedure, conflicts between agencies of govemment which affect local EIS
frl ings, the comp€tency of municipal environmenta.l impact statements, and
the future of EIS a-s part of the lrral planning process.
Growth, via land use commitments of one type or another, is the mmt important determinant of environmental quality. Private development decisions,
influenced by public investments, regulatory ordinances, and economic incentive devices, ultimately shape the nature of the immediate living environment. The effective participation of lcral govemment in private development
decisions is crucial, yet currently govemment's role is weak, underutiiized, and
ptnrly understood.

In addition, in this era of "creative locali-sm" brought about by the retum of
the revenue dlstribution function to lower echelons of govemment, municipalities have recognized that their direct actions and indirect sanctions,
through the granting of permits, licenses, and so forth, can spur growth which
may be environmentally harmful. L<rcal govemments, which experience on a
da1--to-day basis the pres.sures of development, are increasingly aware that
they must incorporate environmental concems in their declsion-making proce"*ses. The lmal EIS is a manifestation of this growing municipal awareness.
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CONTEXT
EIS is taking place within the context of basic tenets of American land use.
l,egal theoreticians have noted that within the United States there are indeed

liberal and conservative states in terms of their lral land use policy.' Libe ra.l
states allow considerable ltrcal discretion in the interpretation of the judicial
concept of the police power. Reitrictions, one of these being the EIS filing requirement, may be freely placed upon land developers under the guise of protecting the general health, safety, and welfare. More conservative states hew
cl<xiell to an individual olrner's inherent righLs of property and sanctify the
highest and be.t use of his land even though this may trcasion di-scomfort to
adjacent property owners <>r to the larger communit."-.
Second, American land use is now in its fourth phase of land development
control, having gone through zoning, subdivision control (site plan review),
and master planning. These approaches have (respectively) facilitated minor,
Iimited, rampant, and, now-with the EIS -selected control.2 As oppmed to
the previous period in which local land use decisions were viewed with a presumption of vatidity, the courls currently realize that a local regulation may
indeed serve a non-legitimate purpc€ or be the product of parochial vi-sionunduly harsh with little compensating public benefit or merely inept.
Third, there Ls a national trend toward moving the control of land from
ownen and developers acting individually to the general public acting communally through government.'I'hus, personal freedom to maximize profils
from land is being replaced by collective decisions conceming it^s equitable
dlsprsition.'' An authority on land use controls has summarized the situation
aptly.
As land becoms" a scarce commodity in an increasingly urbanized s(rietr, the
nature ()l our concepls of property and the constituional guaranteeri of due pr<rcms,
equal protection, ard just compensation must change. Govemment becomes an inten'enor on an ever'increasing scale . . Due process "rights" of landowneni diminlsh as they constantly evolve tolr,ard a recognition that the scope and reach of
the police power of govemment musl tre ever capable of expansion to solve ne*
problems not conceived of bv our forebean.n

Fourth, the United States no longer desires to grow. The "Chamber of Commerce" signs which dotted American highways and pleaded for lmal development aie being replaced with the Oregonian view of "vi-sit, but maintain your
business and residence elsewhere." As the courls have reacted tr.r this type of
groMh control vehemently, a new era of "managed growth" has emerged that
still seeks to limit population expansion without directly violating righLs of
individuals.s

How then can one sort through these trends to project their impact on the
Iocal EIS? The path Ls circuitous but clear. Reflective of the national trend of
increasing public control over private devekrpment, EIS has and will continue
to grow-first, in the liberal land use states and, subsequently, in the more
conservative areas initially trecoming part of the local planning process and
ultimately part of a more sophi-sticated and integrated system to manage and
62
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plan for growth. Ii instcad, it proves to be arbitrary, restrictive, duplicative,
or socially and economically unconscious, it will be sigrrificantly curbed and
ultimately disallowed by the courts.

PROGENY
Currently, approximately 32 jurMictions have followed the federal lead (National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 TNEPA l) and have acted either
legislatively or administratively to establish NEPA equivalents within the
confines of their political bounds. Areas that have legislatively adopted NEPA
equivalents of general applicability are California, Connecticut, Indiana.
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, North Carolina, Puerto
Rico, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. Progenitors of similar legislation of limited applicability are Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Mississippi, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island. Administratively promulgated
NEPA equivalents are found in Arizona, Michigan, New Mexico, New York,
Texas, and Utah. Pot€ntial environmental legislation of a similar nature is
receiving at least some attention in Alaska, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa,
Kentucky, l,ouisiana' Maine, Missouri, North Dakota, Oregon, South Caroli
nq Washin$on, D. C., and West Virginia. There is little or no current activity at the stat€ level in terms ofdeveloping genera.l environmentai policy guide
in Karsas, Nebraska, Oklahomq and Tennessee.6

EIS progeny at the county and local level in mmt instances parallels EIS
progeny among states. The counties and localities that impme an EIS requirement frequently derive their authority from a "little NEPA" or an admini.s-

trative equivalent which exists at the state level. The manner in which EIS
regulations have been implemented varies considerably by county and Iocality.?

PARTICIPANTS
HS users at the local level are private planning consultanls and public staff
planners. While the latter are typically recipients of the impact statement,
either may oversee a bevy of specialists in the pr€paration of an EIS. Both
r€port to a larger audience-first, in the form of the envtonmenta.l commission or planning board and, second, in the form of the local electorate and
general public.
Specialists brought within the realm of EIS are architects, planners, geographers, natural scientists, engineers, economists, and, of course, attomels.

Architects are called upon to describe in detail the propced project and, in the
proc6s, may introduce a scale model for use at public hearings. Planners are
asked to describe the site relative to its potential for development or redevelopment and explain how the specific project fits within a regional development cont€rt. They may also be asked to comment on the primary or
secondary effects of growth and/or the impact on existing and planned transportation networks, prepare the social impact portion of the ES, and run the
various air/noise pollution models as input to the physica.l section. GeograBurchell and Listokin: Local Enuironmental Impa<t Stotements
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phen and natura.l scientists split the rcmaining physical impact chores, the
former concentrating on water supply/quality, sewerage, and solid waste, and
the latter on topography, soils, climate, vegetation, and wildlife.
Engineers report on the load bearing capacity ofsoils, ermion, and subsurface
conditions, development impact on local transportation arterials, and the
capacity of municipal capital infrastructure to serve the forthcoming population. Economists frequently project development impact on both the local and
regional economy and establish local and regional justification for approva.l of
the development activity.

The attomey serves as the leader and synthesizer, sensitizing the HS team to
political climate and local priorities of environmental concem, while coordinating and integrating each specialist's segment of information for the public
hearing as well as the finalized report.s

For several of these specialisls ( geographers, economists, natural scientists)
the EIS provides a significant professional employment avenue outside traditional labor billets. Yet for at least one, the planner, the new employment
opportunity also frequently carries with it a change of role. Rather than assess
and carve the community for development and couch his specialty in a unique
competence to interpr€t the economic, social, and physical forces which inlluence the location of various land uses, he is asked to provide the rationale to
preserve the status quo: to corlserve the wetlands, preserve the bay, keep the
shorelines as they are; to protect the community against the erosion of air and
water quality; and, perhaps mrst importantly, to protect the community
against deterioration of the quality of life.
The planner does this because the mood of secondary participants to the EIS
pr<ress-the planning board,/envtonmental commlqsion, electorate, and
genera.l public-has changed. They like the community as it Ls and for the
mmt part are willing to pay for the status quo by not sharing the ctxts of
current and future municipal services with more intensive land u^ses. Tax
ratables, golden words in the United States during the 1950s, are unment ioned in the decade of the seventies- The environmenta.l commi-rsion, unheard
of in 1957, is the fastest growing municipal specialty in 1977.

STYLE
'fhe impact assessment requirement form varies considerably among the
cities, counties, and states which require it. In most instanc€s, however, the
variations are superficial, reflecting particular lcral environmental concems or
empha-ses. All environmental a-*sessment regulations trace their lineage from
the same venerable antecedent, the Nationa.l Environmenta.l Policy Act
(NEPA) of 1969.'gI,ocal EIS form in the United States is essentially a direct
reflection of the NEPA requiremenls. lnterestingly, the mmt significant
departure from NEPA of its scions is the very defurition ofthe term "environment." The federal defrnition, far broader than many of the ltxal ordinances,
emphasizes the total human environment, rather than limited consideration
of primarily physical or natura.l science factors. The NEPA format is described in subsection 102(2)(c) of the 1969 National Environmenta.l Policy
6J
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Act.'o The format requires coverage of five specific polnts, in addition to a
description of present conditions and the propced action:

l) The probable environmenta.l impact ofthe propced action.
2) Any adverse environmenta.l effects which cannot be avoided

shou.ld the prop<ral

be implemented.

3) Altematives to the propmed action.
4) The relationship between local short-term

uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of long-term product ivity.

5) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of

resources which would tre

involved in the prop<xed action should it be implemented.

Although not specifically identified in the initial guidelines issued by the
Council on Environmental Quality (the NEPA ,,handbook',), two other
items introduced in the Califomia Environmental Quality Act (CEeA) are
implied by NEPA and explicitly stated in many of its more recent loca.l

progeny:

rr

6) Mitigation measures.
7) G rou.t h - induc in g impact^s.
Govemmental agencies have also added to the proliferation of rccommendations on EIS through the issuance of their own guidelines. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development, for irstance, recommends the f;llowing: r,
1) Describe the propcred project.
2) Describe the existing environment.

3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)

Discu.ss the impact of the environment on project design and the development's
residenls and users
Eva.luate the impact of the project on the environment.
Disc'1Rs intemal project environment (for large developments, such as planned
unit developmenLs or new towns).
Discuss altematives to the propced projects.
Di-scuss short and long-term impacus of the projects.
Note actions taken by the developer and/or govemmental agencies to mitigate
the impact of the project on the environment.
Describe official and private reaction to the propmed development.

Obviously, no single format has yet been established that serves as the guide in
preparing local environmental impact statements. This is not surprising because environmental review, in its infancy, is still in a period of flux. Additionally, given the EIS practitioners' continued demand that review be flexible, it is unlikely that any one rigid approach for all development, under all
conditions, will ever be required.

A surprising number of localities, however, have adopted procedures which
attempt to invoke the form described above. This is to be expected. The Department of Housing and Urban Development has relegated its responsibility
of eva.luating the environmental impact of activitie fi:nded under section
104(h) of the Housing and Community Development Act of lg74 to the
mayor of the locality in which this activity takes place. [n so doing, the above
Burchell ard Listokin: Local Enuironmentol Impqct
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format is recommended for local compliance leading to funding. Since HUD
has such a pervasive influence at the local level via community development
funding, its recommended format is spreading-in many cases tring made
applicable as well to all private developments within the locality's bounds. If
one werre to ask what local HS ordinances look like, the answer would have to
be, "If they have any form at all, other than the simple requirement to file,
they look very much like the HUD requirement for section 104(h) 'Entitlement Cities'." Both the procedures that govem publicly funded activities and
the ordinances that control private development are becoming surprisingly
similar. As such there is increasing parallelism between locally produced
public and private responses in the form ofderivative EISs.
"fhe content of the lcrcal EIS Ls much more descriptive than analytic. In 1973,
the Illinois Institute for Environmental Quality produced a handbook for
environmental impact statements. '') Within this text, the Illinois group specifie; a hierarchy of EIS content. From the very general and nonquantitative
to the very specific and quantitative, the hierarchy is described a-s I ) an unorganized a.ssemblage of reports prtduced by multi-disciplinary teams,
2) organized descriptive checklise, and 3) tightly woven assessment tablq;
and matrices. A category that Ls not included in the hierarchy is the various
modeling approaches.

The fimt category of environmenta.l impact ana.lysis is a largely individua.l
approach to a specific area of environmental impact, in which aspects of the

environment are investigated by an a-rsemblage of experts. The analysis from
an overall standpoint is frequently uneven, lumping in a single report nominal,
ordinal, and interval data. Some impacts are treated in hundred-s of pages,
others in less than a page.
'I'he second category- of ana.lysis, the checklist approach, is the level of analvsLs
which Ls mmt fr€quently s€en at the lrral level. There is an effort to oveniee
the a-rsessment, to recommend methods of investigation, to standardize
inpuls. to provide predictable topic coverage, and finally to provide a relatively high level of replicability.
Obviously, this method also has its shortcomings. It Ls more descriptive than
comparative, more "go or no go" than evaluative, more perceptive than
analytic. ln addition, judgment-s about the prxritive or negative environmenta.l
impact of a particular project are not put before the reviewer in the form of a
numerical score (5 to l, 4 to 4, and so forth), but rather in an essay f<rrmat.

The third category of analysls, assessment tables and matrices, is to some the
analytic ideal. This is a frequent extension of the checklist approach wherein
each propmed action Ls identified as a column of a matrix, and the impacts art
identified by reference to rows of the same matrix. Altematives are weighed
via numerical scores-the highest or lowerit score is the mcst preferable
development altemative. The Leopold method and the 8S-category Ger>
logical Survey format are cla-qsic examples of these approaches. rr The McHargian land suitability mapping is not the typical F,IS matrix, but rather Ls a
quantitative approach to demonstrate differences in impacLs and ctxts a-s a
function of variation in land characteri-stics.

fii
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Category four, impact ass€ssment via mrdeling, Ls only in its infancy. To date
it has been narrow in its scope, virtually untried, and if employed, usua.lly
quite crntly.

PROCEDURE
Two altemative criteria for frling an environmental impact statement initially
confront the developer at the lmal level. The simplest, most arbitrary, and
most frequent is an established threshold above which an EIS must be frled
(for example, for subdivisions of five or more acres, eleven or more lots, ten or
more housing uniLs). In this case the determination, while arbitrary, is quite
simple, and the developer knows whether he is required to file almost immediately.

The other ca-se, derived from the federa.l and Califomia experience, involves a
more complex definition of the severity of environmental impact to determine
whether or not there is a requirement to file.r5 In this latter case an environmental clearance (no filing requirement ) or a mandated EIS may be issued
after a brief description of the project and its potential impact (thumbnail
sketch) ls submitted by the developer/applicant and reviewed by the environmenta.l officer, planning director, environmental commission, or a multi
dlsciplinary staff committee. From the standpoint of the developer, the
thumbnail sketch procedure, whiie more complicated, is much less arbitrary.
In effect, it Ls a brief glimpse at the typ€, magnitude, and location of a project
to determine the potential sigrrificance of it.s impact, with an aim to screen
those projecls requiring an EIS from thcse not needing to file.
Once it Ls determined that an EIS is necessary, ils submission to municipal
agencies consists of several steps. The first is the formal submission of the
"draft EIS" and attendant site plan application to whomever is designated to
receive it locally. ln the northeastem United States, this is either the planning
or zoning board; in the West it is frequently the environmental commi-ssion.
Thi-s serves notice to both developer and municipality that the filing time
countdown has begun.

draft EIS's completeness is undertaken,
usuall;- by a subcommittee of the planning board or environmenta.l commlssion. The third step is a report by the committee evaluating the document's completeness, after circulation to the township engineer, building
inspector. health inspector, and municipal planning consultants, if any. The
fourth step i"s frequently the applicant's resubmission of the reworked EIS to
the township planning board, county planning board, and state planning/
environmental agencies.
Once submitted, a basic check of the

A forma.l public hearing is held on both the site plan application and fmal EIS.
Reporls are heard from the township engineer, building inspector, health inspector, municipal planning consultants, county and state officials, and the
general public. Revisions may be made to the report by the public agency in
response to substantive comments issued during the public hearings. Ultimately a decision is made by the municipality to reject the project, approve,
or approve with conditions.
Burchell and Listokin: Local EnuironmentoL lmpo( t .Stdtemenrs
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Drrumentation of the process leading to the determination that an EIS Ls or i-s
not required, ard the ultimate disprxition of the FJS, Ls a frequent EIS accompaniment. One of the fastest growing specialties in the United States'

legal profession is environmental law. Comment-s on the project's movement
through the review process are essent ial if the developer/applicant, private
citizens, public funding agencies, or the courls question the determination
made at a part icular juncture of review.

lnput from the lcral planner and environmental groups, minutm of the plan-

ning board or environmental commi-qsion meetinsi, and facls from the developer/applicant are all u-sed to compile thls record.

EIS CONFLICT
There Ls currently considerable conflict between the impact requiremenls of
public agencies that spawn housing in the United Stat€s. The'Department
of Housing and Urban Development has produced guidelines whiih stated
that an EIS would be undertaken by HUD for subdivisions insured bv the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA ) which were in excess of 500 units.

The Veterans Administration (VA), offering similarly insured mortgages on
virtuall], all housing that qualifies for FHA insurance, produced its own guidelines in Augr.r-st 1975 stating that it would undertake an EIS for suMivisions
in excns of l0O unils. Finally, until recently, in nonmetropolitan area-s the
Farmen Housing Administration (FlmlHA) had no impaci requirements or

guidelines regardless of the size of the project.

In effect, the overlapping among these agencies has confused developers regarding the steps necessary prior to undertaking a development. In onl case a
housing agency may tell them to procoed, yet for the same development

another may delay groundbreaking pending the completion of an EIS.
Although these inconsistencies have been noted over the past year, the Council on Environmental Quality indicates that harmony will reign in the future,
claiming that previous incorsistency between housing agencies was almcst
exclusively a matter of thr€shold. This will be remedied by a HUD-approved,
sliding scale FJIS filing requirement which is a function of density, location
within the metropolitan area, and staging of the project. This sliding scale
Ls currently acceptable and applicable to the three previously mentioned
agencies which either influence or directly prrduce housing.

SCRUTINY
The lcrll environmental impact statement-primari.ly, the publicty-filed EIS
under HUD's section 104(h) program is undergoing considerable icrutiny at
upper levels of govemment. Monitoring is being undertaken to see if, in fact,
a federal agency can pass its rcsponsibility down to lower levels of govemment without -significantly sacrificing either procedure (local compliance with
pr<ress ) or substance (local compliance with content). Evaluations are currently ongoing in HUD, the General Accounting Office, the Council on Environmental Quality, and the Office of the Inspector General. These probes
are evenly distributed between procedure and substance.
68
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Results are preliminary and tentative. In terms of procedure, locals are sometimes not giving sufficient notice to the public and developers of their inhouse schedule of the processing of the EIS. Further, the EIS record-the
document which describes what has happened to the US in the frl ing process-is frequently incomplete or nonexistent. In terms of substance, the
quality of the hled ES seems to vary directly with longevity of state experience with EIS. Local EISs hled in Califomia and Colorado are better than
thme frled in Maryland or Pennsylvania. Quality a.lso appean to be related
to the size of the city which files the US. There is much more substance,
cohesiveness, and organization in the EISs filed by large cities than in those
frled by smaller jurisdictions.

One of the m<xt significant findings, however, relates to the general paucity
F,ISs. tess than 10', of the section 104(h) "Community Development"
entitlement cities filed a full-blown EIS on the activities to which it would
commit its tendered funds. To a certain degree this may be interpreted as
local dispcition of funds to small capital fotilitips not exceeding size thresholds that would automatically rigger an EIS or programs (rehabilitation )
which do not themselves involve significant capital additions of the type to
cause a "significant effect" on the local environment.

of

Another interpretation is that guidelines are not being strictly followed, or
perhaps worse, that the guidelines are insufficiently explicit to indicate the
user's obligation to consider the collective impact of multiple actions in
estimating the necessity of an HS. The latter is a serious problem with the
local EIS-one which will receive much mor€ attention in the future.

EFFECTIVENESS
Concentration on EIS form, substance, or procedure skirts the basic issue of
whether or not US is indeed doing the job. Is the environment and the total
community b€tter off as a result of the EIS process?
Some seasoned experts say no.16 Within the present state of the art, they
hold that the environmental impact statement is a simplistic approach to
complex Lssues, relating neither to the regulatory nor the planning processes,
incapable of estimating the cumulative impact of multiple actions or the
probability of an impact on-site or the pcsibility of an impact off-site. The
EIS, they claim, does not distinguish clearly between the identification and
eva.luation of impacts or specify different levels of altematives-at the site.
in the design, and so forth. In their opinion, the impact statement provides
only an incremental perspective rather than a sequential and comprehensive
viewpoint.
Professor Donald Hagman notes, and correctly so, that EIS is the antithesls of
comprehensive land use control.ri Under the planning process, the plan is
adopted hrst; if proposals are not in accordance with the plan as expressed
through its regulatory ordinances, they are not approved.

Under NEPA and its implementing mechanism, EIS, a propmal is imagined
for a particular place and the impacts of that propGal are judged, often in the
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absence of guidelines from the community. Advocated by Hagman and many

others

Ls

a more systematic approach which would achieve an increasing level

of specificity in terms of environmental ass€ssment, both a-s the area under
scrutiny decreases and as the level of projection proceeds from plan to project.
The propma.l to meet the objectives of the environmental impact assessment
laws by relating them to planning pr(resses involves a phased, as opprsed to
a one-shot, approach. Rather than a final product with an accompanying trr
subsequent assessment, it is recommended that there be a series of increasingly more specific evaluations.
The fir.t step that should be built into the planning pr<ress is a requirement
f()r a systematic, overall ana.lysls of the environmental characteristics of an
entire jurisdiction. This should be at a general level but be comprehensive in
terms of geography and major features of the environment. (The Natural
Resources Inventory I NRJ employs a similar approach. ) While NEPA has
spread significantly to the local level, little effort has been made to incorporate
environmental concerrrs into the comprehensive plan. (The comprehensive
plan itself Ls in effect being subjected to an EIS filing! ) The overall analysls
requirement is an integral part of the Califomia local planning process and is
also mandated by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, if a
municipality de;ires to prepare its plan with a grant from the Comprehensive
Planning and Management Arsistance Program (section 701). While these
comprehensive plan assersment.s are quite general, the requirement seem^s
misapplied. Environmenta.l sensitivity must derive from the proc*S that
formulatm goals for community development, not as a result of it.s impact.

THE FUTURT]
lllS at the lcral Ievel will continue to

receive a great deal of scrutiny. If
HLID's pans-along idea works, other federal agencies, currently inundated
with EIS activities, will also seek to follow this route. As upper-level public
EIS requirements and prmedures flow to the local level, existing local,
publicly-impmed requiremenls on private development will emulate the form
and dictates of higher order govemment. Presently a developer in a coastal
zone lmality which has its own EIS ordinance regulating private activity,
desiring to offer FHA mortgage insurance on housing that he plans to develop,
may ea-sily be faced with three separate EISs-the locality's ( because he is
developing land within it-s bounds); HUD's ( because he is participating in

HUD-sponsored mortgage insurance ); and the U.S. Department of Commerce's (becau-se the land which he seeks to develop is desigrrated as part of
the Coastal Zone ).
There Ls also a recent trend to look seriously at both the public and private
ctxtsArenefits of the environmental impact statement. Are we getting what
we're paying for? Initial r€ports appear to be that we're not getting much
but it's also not costing very much either-in most cases, less than $20 a
dwelling unit. Obviously, this Ls an unsatisfactory state of affairs and movq;
will be made to improve the quality of F,ISs, perhaps at sigrrificantl;- more
pass-a.long crxt to the hou^sing c<)nsumer.
?o
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The EIS form will undergo significant change. The scial and economic impact sections will be greatly expandd. Local frscal responsibility and neighborhood preservation, very much in vogue in the United States, will recelve
increasing attention in the overall environmental impact statement.
Perhaps the mct significant future change may prove to be the demise of
the local EIS its€lf. By incorporating environmental sensitivity in regular
planning activities rather than expressing this concem in occasional monitoring exercises, the futurc local EIS may only be a small increment of specific
sit€-bound knowledge which adcls to comprehensive information about the
Iocality obtained from positive environmental planning.
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Strategy of Analysis
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Michael Sumichrust

Increasing uncertainty for builder-developers calls for more powerful analytical tec.-hniques. Yei, the structur€ of the industry is such that few builderdeveloper organizations can afford to spend much on analysis. T\pically the
firms unders-pend and underanalyze' Furthermore, what they do get for their
cct and effort provides little real help compared with what they could get for
the same expenditure.
Unfortunately, mc;t of the so-called "analyses" are really prepared to help
convince the lendem. or otheni. of the merils of the projects; they may then
rely on the reputation of the consultant fum so that their loan officer is
covered when a loan tums bad. The excuse that "it happens to everyone" is
no consolation if the organization gm into receivership. Therefore, the
lenders get caught in the "emperor's clothes syndrome": everyone pretends
the analysls arswers the question, but no one sees how it actually relates to
the decision.
Counselorc, professors, researchers, and other professionals should be sensitive

to the usersi need^s and realize that the body of knowledge is of special im-

portance. This paper f<ruses on an application of what we already know and
contributes to the fund of knowledge by explaining a stratery of analysis
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which has been developed and applied to the real world laboratory. The research results are more fully reported n Housing Markets: Thz Complete
Guide to AnalysLs and Strategy for Home Bu ders, Lenders, and Other Inuestors. What follows is an adaption of that presentation.

INCREASING UNCERTAINTY
If we were to index uncertainty in the businesses r€lating to home building,
we would see relatively low numbers for the 1950s and the first half of the
1960s. Figures for the last twelve years, however, wouJd be very high.

C,ost and

The

cct

Availability

of

Credit

and availability of credit has been on an upward swing since the end

of World War II, with the first critically uncertain time during the credit
crunch of 1966. Perhaps it is fortunate that we did not know how clme we
were then to a financial crisis.

Variations in the crst of money now cover a much wider amplitude than they
did in the comparable period prior to the 1966 crunch, and resulting variatiors
in residential con^struction are dramatic. Toble I shows the change in starts
from peak to trough. There we see drops that typically ran under 40'i were up
to a whopping 65'i. Also note that the next highest drop--during 196566-was 49'i , marking what we have described as the beginning of this era of
increasing uncertainty.

TABLE I
PEAKS ANDTROUGHS IN HOUSING-STARTS CYCLES

1950-51
1951-5i
1958-60
1965-66
1969-70
1973-71
Adaprd fi'or'Iablr:r
l,th?t lN*n,^ p

@td

Difference

\l,nth-s

ll
2i
21
l0
12
23

I

!r ll,)e.ut M@1.^ Th.

735,000
635.0m
563.(XX)
813.0U)
661.m0
r.606.(XX)
CompLete Cuule

ltl

l)rrct nt ('hange
-:rgc;

-:t7.i

'llir'i
,{9.;
-:r?9;

-65c;

n' Anal\sL\ url strutrt, t't Il,nt llutld.^. Land.^

Demographics and Demands
We traditionally relate demographics to demand and generally start with the
size of popr:lation. Now, in our era of increasing uncertainty, we would make
two points. First, the elements relating to number and size of households have
undergone dramatic changes in recent years. Secondly, the long-nrn tren& are
not clmely tied to short-run demand, anyway. The significance of these facts is

that anyone trying to forecmt housing demand is going to have a difficult time
with demographics, although in the short run this is not in any case cmcial.
Regarding population forecasting, we would first note that the long-run record
for forecastcrs is poor, due to such factors as the volatility ofthe birth rate and
Seld in and Su m ich rast
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the change in household size. The dramatic point is that there is wide variation in the number of units started relative to the number of persons added to
the population.

Ch4r, ,l shows that in the mid-1940s we were adding only one housing unit for
every five new peniorui, while in the mid-1970s we built one unit for every
additional person-which is far too many.

CHART I
RATIO OF UMTS STARTED TO NUMBER
OF PERSONS ADDED TO POPULATION
Rati<r
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There are, of course, explanations for these variations, not the least of which is
the use of residential constmction as a contra-cyclical device. (These are discussed in the book, as are policy implicatiors.) The point here, however, is
that the increasing uncertainty is a fact of life, with which the decision-maker
should deal realistically.

Public Policy C,onsf aints
There is another type of public policy corstraint-one that inhibits construction by regulations implemented at the local level. This is in contra-distinction
to public policy constraints ofnational stabilization policies.
The conflict of housing and other goals is a separat€ topic. At this point, it is
only necessary to note the existence of a laundry list of public policy constraints, the vast majority of which ar€ of recent vintage. They play havoc
with a local market by shutting down production in certain areas-as with
sewer moratoria-further magnifying the instability in local construction
levels.
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C,onclusion in Uncertainty

In conclusion, a quick way to gauge uncertainty is to inspect the net result.
How far out of balance are the local markets getting? The answer can b€ determined by examining the ratio of homes for sale to homes sold.

CHART

2

RATIO OF HOMES FOR SALE TO HOMES SOLD
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With results like thme we have experienced in the last few years (including
exceptionally large numbers of bankruptcies), it seems that there must be a
better way to decide what and where to build. We submit that the better way
calls for a stratesr of analysis that enables one to recognize and capitalize on
opportunities.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
We have developed some usefti analytical techniques which can help builderdevelopers and their financiers do two things: identify gaps in the market
where home building may profitably take place and, perhaps more importantly, identifo conditions of excessive supply to avoid the trap of overbuilding.
Among the analytica.l systems are the following: 1) a perp€tual inventory
system of housing (see Ameritan Red Estate and. Urban Econombs Associatian F'roceedings, 1969), 2) an urban development information system (reported in "Creating an Urban Development lnformation System" by John
L. Hysom, et al., Fairfax County, Virginia) and 3) a system of segmenting
Seldin and Sumich rasl: Strategy of Analysis

demand and evaluating pipeline supply (reported n Housing Markets: Tlle
Complete Guide to Analysis an-d Strategy for Home Builders, Lenders, and
Other Inuestors). The first is simply a syst€m of measuring stock and flow so
that an analyst can evaluate the demand and supply on a site specific basis.
The latest addition is a combination of systemic explanations, procedural
explanations, and case examples on implementing the process.
The more powerful techniques require an economy ofscale and a level ofdetail
that lenders and local govemments who need similar information for managing capital improvement programs can afford-with the latter, incidentally, providing the information to small and medium-size builders. Mmt
builders and lenders encounter difficuJty because they operate-or at least
think they operat€-on a scale which precludes their use of an integratcd
market anabsis system.
What we intend to show in this and the final section of this article is that the
rudiments of an integrat€d market analysis slstem arc not that difficult. Once
the analyst conceptually grasps the logic it's just a question of the quality of
numbers, a matter that can be dealt with through another of our approaches.

Short Methods
The short methods of assessing the market conditiors are usefirl for two purpractical tool through which a decision-maker can come
to grips with a situation and make a reasonably good decision, and serve as a
vehicle for understanding the system so the analyst and decision-maker can
rehne techniques, improve measurements, and reach substantially better
decisions.
The logic of the system is quite simple. Start with the current situation; if
it is overbuilt, the market probably does not need more new construction.
Then find out where the market is going. If commitments have been made
which will lead to overbuilding, stay out.
poses. They provide a

TABLE 2
SHORT METHOD FOR DETERMIMNG
THE NEW-HOUSING MARKET SITUATION
Ilz:se data needed
Rating ofthe market
N;;mA Over6Gna
llnsold completed new homes as a percentage ol:
a. For-sale units, annual pr<duction.
b. Hr,user currenth' under (1,nstruc(i,,n

c. Annual

starl^s

d. Ilnsold units

under r'('nstru(li.,n
Unsold houses under construcr lon as a percentage of:
e. 'Ii)tal houses under construction lcould be sample)
All unsold houses, completed and under construction,
as a percentage of:
f. F,,r.sale annuaJ prodLrct i,,n

r0- 15t,

25r',

30-50!.

1009;

r(x)- 1509;
50-i 5,:;

250()i
100

t;

40-60.;

i

20 25.;

40r;

5{)c1,1

:lot; and

51.;,

Presold unils as a percentage of:

g. All c,rmpleted new rrnits

below

i6
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A good way to begin your investigation of the current situation is to analyze
production relative to sales, or "inventory ratios." The key numerator is
"unsold completed new homes." The denominators are: 1) annual units for
sale, 2) houses currently under constmction, 3) annual starLs, and 4) usold
units rmder construction.
The logic ofthe ratios is quite straightforward. Some new houses must be produced for inventory, the numbers varying with the strength of the market and
the anticipated shifts in demand. But one can expect a "normal range" which
can be expressed as a ratio of unsold completed new homes to various measures of the volume of production. A variation of the measure of unsold houses
calls for relating uxold houses under construction as a percentage of total
houses r:nder constmction; this refers to that portion of the production that
does not have committed purchasers. A sharp speculation fervor rapidly
escalates the numbers.
Another variation----simply a combination of the first two-{eals with presold,
rather than unsold, units. We have not constructed an intemally cottsistent
mathematical model to show the mechanical relationship between these
ratios, a step that would be very helpfi.rl on a metro-area basis. The key, of
course, is to segment the markets by price and type of units, a case illustration
of which is provided n Table 3.

TABLE

3
Percent

Units
Price

ra.nge Singles Townhouses Condo

Singles
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:1(';
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The data for the unsegmented inventory counts are generally available either
from local publicly-collected sources and/or relatively low-cost lield investigatiorrs. The advantage of using multiple typ€s of measurements is that some
counts are easier to obtain in one area than in others. The refined, and particularly the segmented, data are harder to lxate. Table 3 is based upon a
year-end FHA survey for Washington, D.C. Although it does not contain full
coverage, it is complete enough to indicate which segments are overbuilt and
which are not.

More Detailed (or longer) Methods
More detailed or longer methods are required when one seeks to refine analsituation or forecast demand and supply, as illustrated in

yses of the current

Table 4 and, Table 5.

TABLE

4

FORECAST OF QUANTITATIVE HOUSING DEMAND,
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD., 1974

Step

ltem

I

Projected household increase

2

Net

3

Grms demand

1

Available vat

remor'als

(l

Toral
6,361-r

+
+ 2)

l.2lt6
?,60r

ancies

5,0.10

Normal vacancies
6 Excess of vacancies (4 5) .
Quantitative demand (3 6)
u Units under construction .
5

Normal rate ol'(onstruction

..
...

4.040
r.0(x)

.

6.60r
7.500
5.5(X)

.

l0 Excess of new construction (8 9)
t1 Net demand (7 10) .......

2,(XX)
4.6(X)

t2 Annual demand

1.6U)

TABLE 5
NET EFFECTIVE DEMAND,
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD.,

1974
Number ofunits

Item

Total

Net

.4,600

demand
Adjust for I percentage increa-se in mortgage rates
Adjustment for changes in employment
Adjust for sewer moratorium

Net effective demand for

1974

. -500
.3,610
.1,620
.1,990

For

sale

For rent

3,326
-400
2,575

- 100
1,035

160

460

1,415

575

1,

On the supply side the objective is to see what the pipeline contains. Of importance are units under construction, outstanding permits, approved plans, and

so forth. Where there is an extr€me shortage of waste wat€r treatment
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capacity one can use sewer taps as an indication of pipeline supply for hous_
ing, particularly by location. These pipeline measures reveal speiific locations,
an aid in assessing builders' intentions. Furthermore, an analysis of developable land by zoning category can indicate the potential supply.
These kinds of analyses enable builders to respond to opportunity and to pull
in their homs when markets get overbuilt or fade as demand fals;ff. No mat_
qr hoy Sry{ t!". ?"{ryt are, they will leave room for some uncertainty, an
obstacle with which builders and lenders must leam to cope. Obviously, inorc
analyses will help; the question is how much and what kind. The *"i*r, *"
submit, is.not simply related to the project. Rather it stems from the builder,
his objectives,. resources, and propensity to take risks. He needs a strat€gy oi
growth and development for his organization, from which to devel6i a
strategy for analysis.
_

STRATEGY
Strategy is becoming an ovetworked word, probably because increasing
uncertainty calls for greater defensiveness in policy. The concept of strategy i!
to plan for the defense agairst adversity-the .,jusi in case" plan. For goiing
builder organizations that means programming a diversity oi to"atio,i, l" ttE
event that they l-urd themselves in an unfavorable political jurisdiction with a
n-o-qrowt! or slow-growth pmture. It also means building in various water_
sheds so that sewer moratoria do not shut down the entire o"peration.

The same logic- applies to different market segments. Thus, when one s€gment
iq getting overbuilt there is some stability in the others. This necessit"ates a
level of detail in the market analysis that allows the large firm to diversify or
the smaller firm to choce its project very carefirlly. Diiersification is a great
defensive poliry and, thus, an important element in stratery. Unfortunatily, a
diversification of poor projects gets only poor projects.:ihat was a ldon
leamed by a number of real estate investment tmsts which went into various
metro areas to diversify but knenljttle about the respective surroundings and
were hurt in almmt all of them. What the firm needs to insp€ct is the vilume
of business and number of projects it expects over the ersui"g tt.ee to nue_
year period. It may then plan a diversification to s€cur€ these pr"ojects.
The multi-year plan-one of the advance land acquisition programs that have
killed many builder-developers and made others rich-will involve comm.itments to land, people, and capital. The stratery Ls to select that land
which is developable for the kind of market that wil be ready, an approach
that requires a.longer run view of the market demand and t-he competitive
pmition of particular parcels of land-a market-based approach for corporate
development plrl"i"g. The "what is needed and what
b"
method my:t be integrated into the determinants of company
"upiliJ;
"* goal";
times the shifting market calls for shifting objectives ba-sed on type, price,
"ome_
or
Iocation of markets.

After the market or markets to serve have been determined and a stratery of
advance land acquisition or an altemative policy for buying f,rished loiihas
been established, the development plan requires the assem-bly
a ;;;;

"f
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ment team that can expand to meet the markeLs and contract to a digestible
overhead level during slow market.s. It a.lso calls for a versatile staff capable of
producing despite the organization's rapid size changes; these are also tied to
market changes and, furthermore, have tremendous implications on capital
requirements. Exceptiona.lly large amounts of capital may be needed for the
aggressive expansion state, with good liquidity pmitions necessary for the
slowing stage.
The strategy must then deal with a capital planning program that shows cashflow requiremenls for a multiyear program or an annual and quarterly basis,
depending on the time horizon. (ThLs is aside from the monthly ca-sh flow for
current operations. ) Variations in the market will influence planned and
actual starts and sales, and then the cash requirements. A firm should know
what it Ls capable of handling and how much rlsk it can take.

Strategy for Analysis

to the point of strategy for analysis. First, realize that some
projects may be appropriate for one builder-developer, but not for another.
The decision should be based upon how it fiLs into the firm's development
plan and how well it can be handled. Aside from considering managerial
capability and other necessary production resources, one must ask: "Can the
company stand the risk?" To determine this, it is imperative to leam the
nature of the risk and the frm's staying powers. If the problem is the develop
ability of a site and the time involved, that is where the analysis should focus.
The strength of the market may not be at issue and relatively little effort may
be needed on market analyses-

ThLs brings us

Sometimes the critical step will be selecting the market segment. It may be
advisable to take 20 unit^s-to-the-acre apartment grounds and build l4 unit-sto-the-acre piggyback townhouses. The right question must be asked to get
the right answer. We can cover a whole hmt of analyses in applying the logic
of formulating the right research question. The strategy of analysls i"s to pick
the right question to a-sk.

prerequisite for selecting the right question is the development of the
proper reference poinls. Thus, if a firm has a multi-year plan, a set of forecasted absorption rates, and expectations which are articulated in numbers, it
can gauge current activity against the exp€ctation. This method of interpreting the data is illustrated with a multi-year market forecast and the
variables included. (Incidentally, the National Association of Home Builders

A

offers the service. )
any of the key indicators are changing beyond acceptable ranges it may be
necessary to reana.lyze the project or projects, realizing that analysis, like
planning, is a continuing process. The builder-developer makes a preliminary
analysis when he decides what kind of land to look for; he completes another
when he makes a tentative commitment to the land, refining it when the fmal
commitment is made. More market anallsis takes place when the product is
desigrred, which should be when the starts are made.

If
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Consider the response to one builder's query, "Can I build 400 a year?": ,,yes,
but you'll be lucky to sell 250." The strategy of analysi-s calls for setting
parameters of operations and successively moving through the process of
analysis, the met critical variables in the company development plan.

Land developability obstacles and market volatility have been compounding
the problem in recent years. Mrxt developers, and indeed lenders, have noi
come to grips with the real issues. The evidence is the trouble in which thev
have found themselves and it is obvious that a better analysis should have
been executed. But, it's not simply more analyses that are needed rather, it
is those which focus on the real problems. Furthermore, the mmt effective
way to evaluat€ the rcsult is through the use of this systemic approach whereby one can see how the project and its risks fit into the compan, development
plan. One then knows what is really being evaluated.
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